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Plans for theAnnual Meeting
March 15-17 at St. Mary's near Sewanee

A combination of discussions and field trips will occupy members and
guests at this year's TNPS annual meeting March 15-17 at St. Mary's

Center in Sewanee.
Special programs will be presented by David Duhl, noted wildlife

photographer and co-author of A Guide to Photography and the Smoky
Mountains, and Tom Hemmerly, professor of botany at Middle Tennessee
State University and author of a recently published book on wildflowers of

Middle Tennessee.

A representative of the Tennessee Nature Conservancy will address the
immediate goals of the conservancy. Also Paul Somers will give an update on
the Department of Conservation and will talk about the Tennessee 2001 Flora

Project.

Two other TNPS members, Nita Heilman and Dennis Horn, are scheduled
to give slide programs about recent trips—Nita to Newfoundland and Dennis
to Oregon and Northern California.

The first activity of the weekend will be supper Friday March 15. After
supper members will be invited to share photographs of wildflowers, field

trips, and similar personal projects. A slide projector will be available with a
stack loader to go on a carrousel projector for easy loading.

After breakfast Saturday morning, Paul Somers and Tom Hemmerly will

give their programs, as will the Tennessee Nature Conservancy. The
afternoon will be devoted to field trips (weather
permitting), or programs by Nita Heilman and
Dennis Horn.

A Board of Directors meeting Saturday
afternoon will be followed at about 5 p.m. by a
general TNPS membership meeting.

Immediately after supper Life Membership
Awards will be presented. David Duhl's talk

will begin about 7:15 p.m.

Please keep in mind that the schedule is

flexible to permit adjustments in a program
somewhat dependent upon the weather.

The annual meeting will officially

conclude with breakfast Sunday morning,
though members may have an opportunity

to socialize and even plan informal

outings.

See Directions to St. Mary's

Center on Back Cover

How to Make
Reservations

Are you interested in attending the

TNPS Annual Meeting?

Please notify Kay Jones of Colum-
bia as soon as possible so that

reservations can be made at St.

Mary's Retreat Center. You will also

need to send her a $20 deposit,

refundable if reservations are

cancelled by March 13.

The cost is $75 a person for double
occupancy and $85 a person for

single. These costs include linens,

refreshments, and five meals, begin-

ning with supper Friday, March 15,

and ending with breakfast on Sun-
day. If you stay only one night, the

charges will be adjusted.

Members not wishing to stay

overnight may purchase meals
separately.

Kay will need to know:
1) How many will be in your party;

2) Which nights you wish to

have accommodations;

3) Double or single occupancy;

4) Which meals you plan to

attend.

Write To: Kay Jones, Rt. 11, Box
736B, Columbia, TN 38401. Or call

615/388-8373.
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This Newsletter is a publication of the

Tennessee Native Plant Society and is

published six times a year generally in

February, April, June, August, October,

and December.

The Tennessee Native Plant Society

(TNPS) was founded in 1978. Its

purposes are to assist in the exchange of

information and encourage fellowship

among Tennessee's botanists, both

amateur and professional; to promote

education of the public about Tennessee

flora, and wild plants in general; to

provide, through publication of a

newsletter or journal, a formal means of

documenting information on Tennessee

flora and of informing the public about

wild plants; and to promote the protec-

tion and enhancement of Tennessee's

wild plant communities.

Dues are $8 for the calendar year ($5 for

students and senior citizens, $15 for

institutions, and $150 for life member-
ships). Membership privileges include a

subscription to the TNPS Newsletter.

Dues may be sent to the Tennessee

Native Plant Society, Department of

Botany, the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.

TNPS OFFICERS
Mary Martin Schaffner of Nashville,

President

Dennis Horn of Tullahoma,

Vice-President

Andrea Shea of Nashville,

Corresponding Secretary

Nita Heilman of Clarksville,

Recording Secretary

Karen Yarbro of Knoxville,

Treasurer

DIRECTORS
John Churchill of Johnson City

H.R. DeSelm of Knoxville

Shirley Nicholson of Knoxville

B.F. (Bobby) Jones of Cookeville

Kay Jones of Columbia

Larry Wilson of Memphis
Sally Mirick of Knoxville

Lois Lord of Jackson

Latham Davis, Editor

Letters to the editor or correspondence

about the Newsletter should be ad-

dressed to: TNPS Newsletter, P.O. Box

856, Sewanee, TN 37375.

FOR SALE: Pink Lady's Slippers

40 Cents Apiece. Minimum Order 1000

We may be loving our wildflowers to death. While responsible nurseries

sell only wildflowers they have propagated themselves, others exploit

Tennessee's especially rich native treasure by digging plants from the wild

and selling them across the country and even abroad.

Of urgent concern is Cypripedium acaule (pink lady
7
s slipper). Not only

has commercial propagation of the "queen of the wildflowers" been unsuc-

cessful, but the pink lady slipper is virtually impossible to transplant

because it requires a particular fungus

in the soil to survive. Commercial ex-

ploitation seems to be its certain death

knell. Concern has also been expressed

for the number of Trillium grandiflorum

(large flowered trillium) that are being

dug and sold from the wild.

Tennessee's commissioner of con-

servation has recommended that both

Cypripedium acaule and Trillium gran-

diflorum be added to the state's list of

endangered species with a special

footnote to explain they were being

added due to evidence of large num-
bers being taken from the wild and

lack of success with propagation and/

or transplant. State law requires the

commissioner of agriculture to concur

in the listing before the protection of

Tennessee's "rare plant" legislation

can be extended to include these wild-

flowers. Reportedly, the commissioner

of agriculture is investigating the ap-

propriateness of including Trillium

grandiflorum on the list, but no ques-

tion has been raised about Cypripe-

dium acaule.

Meanwhile, make sure your spring

includes plans to see these wildflow-

ers again—before it's too late.

Legislative Alert

The Tennessee Flora 2001 project has been introduced as House Joint Reso-

lution 62 by Rep. Lane Curlee. Write your legislators (senators and repre-

sentatives) to express support for the publication of the three references on

Tennessee flora contemplated by the project. Letters (with copy to Rep.

Curlee) should be sent to legislators at the Legislative Plaza in Nashville

(37219). (See related story on page 4.)

Mary Martin Schaffner
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Membership, Chapters,Surveys
TNPS Board Covers Broad Agenda

E leven members of the TNPS Board of Directors met February 2 in Nash-

ville to discuss and take action on a variety of society interests.

After a discussion of membership and the advisability of a membership
drive. President Mary Schaffner appointed B.F. Jones of Cookeville to chair

the membership committee. She asked that membership, including the

question of dues, be opened for discussion at the annual meeting March 15-17

in Sewanee.

The policy governing the formation of chapters was also brought into the

discussion. It was noted that members in Crossville are interested in having a

chapter and that there are other communities with potential for chapter

development. A possible survey of the TNPS members was also discussed.

In other action Kay Jones of Columbia was selected to represent the society

on the Tennessee Environmental Council.

The board nominated two persons for the 1990 and 1991 Life Membership
Awards. The announcement of the recipients and the presentations will be
made at the annual meeting in March.

Paul Somers of Nashville reported on the Tennessee 2001 Flora Project and
efforts to get state funding of 2001.

Bus Jones of Chattanooga was appointed to chair a committee to study the

publication of a popular book on Tennessee wildflowers.

Bus Jones, who also chairs the TNPS committee on poaching, reported on
meetings with the Tennessee Nurserymen's Association that led to a support-

ing resolution. (See related story below.)

Nurserymen's Association

Discourages Digging from Wild

T he Tennessee Nurserymen's Association recently passed a resolution sup-

porting and recommending the sale of only nursery propagated wild

flowers and plants and discouraging the collection of plants from the wild.

The resolution was passed after TNPS member Bus Jones met with TNA
officers. It was introduced by TNA member Don Shadow of Winchester, a

native plant enthusiast and nurseryman.

The same resolution also says that collectors of native plants "should be
informed and educated on propagating rather than collecting and that sellers

should be encouraged to buy and encouraged to pay a premium for these

propagated wild flowers and plants."

Finally, in its resolution "the Tennessee Nurserymen's Association en-

courages the University of Tennessee, Tennessee Technological University,

and Tennessee State University to actively pursue research on the propaga-

tion of wild flowers and plants and disseminate this information as quickly as

possible."

Bus Jones said that while this action by the TNA is important and valu-

able, the down side is that fewer than 200 of almost 800 nurseries in the area

belong to the TNA. Many small operators have for long made their living by
digging and will likely continue, he said.

Society members are asked to be alert to the sale of native plants and
question dealers about their sources.

Editor's Note: The TNPS Newsletter carries advertisements by nurseries that

specialize in the propagation of native plants.

Weinstein Exhibit

at Cheekwood
Noted photographer and TNPS
member Miriam K. Weinstein will

exhibit her photographs of wild

orchids and carnivorous plants in

Cheekwood's Botanic Hall from

March 10 to May 19.

Most of the photographs were

taken in the Middle Tennessee area,

but the exhibit also includes pictures

taken in Michigan, Nova Scotia,

Alaska, Louisiana, Australia, France,

and Israek

Cheekwood is open from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday

and from noon to 5 p.m. Sundays. A
reception will be held from 2 to 4

p.m. Sunday, March 10.

Legislative Exhibit
Mary Schaffner, TNPS president, is

planning an exhibit of Tennessee

wildflower photography for display

in the State Legislative Plaza. The
exhibit is schedule to open next

January to coincide with the opening

of the legislative session.

Society members are asked to

participate if possible. Miriam
Weinstein is in charge of organizing

the exhibit.
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Impact of State

Reorganizations

As a member of TNPS, you should

have a concern in some degree with

the current plans on Capitol Hill in

Nashville to break up the Depart-

ments of Conservation and Health

and Environment.

For instance, there seem to be

grave questions about putting state

parks under the Department of

Tourism, which places emphasis on

recreation and less on resource man-
agement and protection. One also

may wonder about the wisdom of

placing the state's thirteen forests

under the Department of Agricul-

ture, which is more likely to treat the

forests as a commodity and revenue

producer than as areas for demon-
strations, research, and education as

is the case now.
These are only two of many

complex questions raised by the new
plans. You may want to learn more.

The issue will undoubtedly be

discussed at the TNPS Annual

Meeting March 15-17.

Logging Plans

State and federal agencies are o» the

verge of approving several chipmill

operations along the Tennessee River

near Nickajack Port in Marion

County without the preparation of

an overall environmental impact

statement.

Estimates are that the demand
created by just four proposed

chipmills will result in clearcutting of

236 square miles a year in a 41-

county area of Tennessee, Alabama,

and Georgia. This translates into the

logging of 51 percent of our forests

over the next 20 years.

Concern among conservationists

runs deep. Intensive logging a few

decades ago changed the character of

most of our eastern forests. These

forests are still recovering from

erosion and general soil degradation.

You may wish to inquire with Dr.

Ruth H. Neff, a biologist with the

State Planning Commission, or

express concern to your elected

representatives.

You can help by asking

your legislator

for support.

Legislative Progress

on Tennessee Flora 2001

T he Tennessee Flora 2001 project is making headway in the State Legislature.

A joint resolution in support of the project has been introduced by Rep.

Lane Curlee of Tullahoma (Dennis Horn's area). The wording of the resolution

seems worthy of quoting.

Whereas, the state of Tennessee has one of the most diverse botanical floras

among the fifty United States, consisting of over 2,600 species; and

Whereas, no one has published a popular or technical guide to Tennessee's

flora since Augustin Gattinger's effort of 1901 published by the Gospel Advo-

cate Press in Nashville; and

Whereas, there is great value in having informative publications describing

this flora for use by citizens of the state and visitors to it, including scientists,

educators, students, naturalists, conservationists, tourists, gardeners, and nurs-

erymen; and
Whereas, the few botanists knowl-

edgeable about the state's flora are

retired or near retirement in most

cases, and these people are not being

replaced in academic institutions

because of insufficient funds and the

shift to exploring new frontiers of

science made possible by new tech- ——
nologies; and
Whereas, many states have produced popular and technical guides to their

flora in the last decade or two, or are in the process of updating existing

publications; and
Whereas, funds to investigate and describe state flora are difficult to obtain

from the National Science Foundation and other federal programs, and

Whereas, it would be in the interest of Tennesseans entering the 21st century

to have references on the state's present and past flora to guide their future

stewardship and enjoyment of our rich botanical legacy; now, therefore.

Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the Ninety-Seventh Gen-

eral Assembly of the State of Tennessee, the Senate Concurring, that funds be

appropriated by the General Assembly to adequately support publication of

three references:

1)

A popular photographically illustrated book on native plants of the state

by the end of 1993;

2)

A county atlas of known flora vascular plants based on a computerized in-

ventory of state herbaria, published records, and new observations, to be com-

piled by the end of 1995;

3)

A guide to the v complete vascular flora of the state that would pro-

vide keys for identi- \\ fication, and descriptions of diagnostic fea-

tures, habitats, and \V— range for each species, plus illustrations

of selected species, by the start of tfie new millennium

in 2001.
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Bloodroot
Sanguinaria

canadensis

O ne of the harbingers of spring

that members can expect to find,

perhaps, during an outing at the

Annual Meeting March 15-17 is a old

familiar but still amazing friend of

the woodland slope—bloodroot (San-

guinaria canadensis).

Its white petals always seem even
whiter than they are against the bleak

background of the winter—yes, still

winter—landscape. But you will not

have long to enjoy the contrast.

The solitary erect bud rises from
the embrace of a silvery-green leaf

cloak (some protection against late

frost), sheds its sepals, and opens to

give but a fleeting glimpse of its im-

maculate golden-centered blossom
before it drops its petals and is gone.

The leaf continues to rise on its smooth reddish

petiole, unrolls, and at length overshadows the narrow, oblong
pod.

Wound the plant in any part, and out flows an orange-red juice. This fluid

stains whatever it touches, hence its value to the Indians as a war paint and
dye. But who among us would wish to pick something so ephemeral.

The plants have thick rootstocks, corms, and bulbs, which store up food
and are prepared to rush into blossom far earlier than fibrous-rooted species

that must accumulate nourishment after the season has opened.
A newly opened flower is in the female stage and has its anthers tightly

closed. In this stage, bloodroot produces no nectar, yet must depend upon
short-tongued bees and flies, expecting a morsel non-the-less, to alight and
cross-pollinate them. Late in the afternoon the petals rise to the perpendicular
and close to protect the flower's precious contents for the morrow's visitors.

In the blossom's staminate stage abundant nectar becomes available, and the

bees return to do their work.

Where hardwood leaves fail to form thick carpets on the woodland floor,

bloodroot can form vigorous colonies and in dense shade, its deeply-lobed
leaves, unlike its flowers, will continue to labor most of the summer. The
leaves are so unusual, there is no mistaking them for those of another species.

Sanguinaria canadensis, bloodroot, sometimes called Indian paint or red puc-
coon. A member of the poppy family (Papaveraceae), bloodroot is the only
known member of its genus.

Flower: Pure white, rarely pinkish, and golden centered, 15 to 2 in. across,

solitary, at the end of a smooth naked scape 6 to 12 in. tall. Calyx of 2 short-

lived sepals; corolla of 8 to 12 oblong petals, early falling; stamens numerous; 1

short pistil composed of 2 carpels. Leaves: Rounded, deeply and palmately
lobed, the 5 to 9 lobes often cleft.

(Sources: Nature's Garden by Neltje Blanchan; Doubleday, New York, 1901.

A Field Guide to Wildflowers by Peterson and McKenny, Houghton Mifflin

Company Boston, 1968. Wildflower Folklore by Laura Martin, The East Woods
Press, Charlotte, NC, 1984.)

Bays Mountain
Wildflower Walks
Bays Mountain Park in Kingsport is

sponsoring a series of wildflower

walks, led by a staff naturalist, each

Saturday in April.

Each walk will begin at 10 a.m. at

the Nature Center parking lot and
will last about two hours. Some of

the flowers in bloom during April are

trailing arbutus, wood anemone, rue

anemone, pink azalea, nodding
mandarin, bellwort, pennywort
(Obolaria virginica), toothwort, and
bloodroot.

The busiest day—Wildflower Day
at Bays Mountain—will be May 4.

Three wildflower walks are sched-

uled at 9:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 3

p.m. Species that may be seen then

include pink and yellow lady's

slippers, showy orchid, and flame

azalea. Other programs and activities

relating to wildflowers are planned
throughout the day. For additional

information call 615/229-9447.

Joe Taft, a TNPS member, is senior

naturalist at Bays Mountain.

the Bloodroot
The narrow, eliptical seed capsules of

the bloodroot which may be three

inches long, contain 25 seeds or

more. These seeds (2-3 mm long)

bear a distinctive white fleshy crest,

called an aril or elaiosome, which is

eaten by ants that disperse the seeds.

Bloodroot is found from the

Canadian provinces south through
the Midwest and East to Florida

—

convincing testimony to the industri-

ousness of the ant. . . and the ingenu-

ity of Sanguinaria canadensis.

(Propagating information is taken

from Growing and Propagating Wild

Flowers by Harry R. Phillips; UNC
Press, Chapel Hill.)
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A Brief Salute
A special thanks is extended to

Karen Yarbro of Knoxville, who two
years ago volunteered (albeit reluc-

tantly) to edit the TNPS Newsletter.

She performed yeoman's work
despite a lack of time, difficult com-
munications, and those ever present

production problems. Karen is now
our treasurer, which means the

money is in good hands.

Your Letters, Ideas,

and Articles Are

Needed
We TNPS members are a far-flung

group who, nevertheless, enjoy

sharing our experiences and learn-

ing from others about native flora. In

whatever ways this newsletter can

bring us together to share, your

newsletter staff (what there is of us)

will endeavor to make it happen.

But your participation is impor-

tant. Please undertake to send us

ideas, clippings, and information

about what you have seen or discov-

ered, anything that might add to our

knowledge and understanding of

native plants and their protection.

We will all be the richer.

Thoughts on a Moss Covered Rock
Tennessee's heavy rainfall in recent months has been a bother to some species

(Homo sapiens among them) but a boon to others.

On a recent impromptu hike along a north-facing ridge of the Cumberland
Plateau, our small group came upon a rock covered in a luxurious blanket of

mosses and lichens. On a closer look we counted at least five moss species, in-

cluding a hairy-cap and a species in the genus sphagnum.
A point to make here is that while most of us devote our botanical attention

to flowering plants, we perhaps should not ignore the ecological value and
unusual characteristics of the "lower plants."

A small sisterhood of plodding lichens

Wrought on the rock; the sun, the wind and rain.

Helping then gladly, till each fissure filled

And fit for planting, mosses came in haste

And strewed small seeds (spores) among them, destined they

To clothe the stem old rock with softest verdure

With ferns and flowers, where yet the laboring bee

May find pasture.

Titus Andronicus, Act II, Sc. 3.

A Reminder about Dues
The following list is a reminder to TNPS members who have not yet paid their

1991 dues. No other reminder will be sent, but you may check your newsletter

mailing label for the year you last paid.

If your name is on the list but you have recently paid your dues,

please accept the thanks of all other TNPS members.
All those listed below are still counted, and the total TNPS membership

numbers 219, including 26 life members and four institutions.

(This is a sneaky way to get your name in the newsletter. Next year we
may publish the names of those who pay early.)

Bob Anderson
Laurie N. Armstrong
Linda Arnold

Jean W. Bangham
Jane M. Barnes

Vernon Bates

Bays Mt. Park Assoc.

Elsie Beckler

Dr. Frank B. Bowers
Willa M. Brooks
Betsy Bunting

Mary I. Burks

Jack and Dorothy Carman
Georgeanne Chapman
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Churchill

Carol T. Coffey DDS
William O. Cole

Dr. Joseph L. Collins

Mrs. Elizabeth C. Collins

Martha H. Crites

Ann L. Crow
Maureen Cunningham
Robert L. and Evelyn E. Davis

Anna George Dobbins
David Duhl
Deice Dyer
George W. Eckerd

Maurice E. Edwards
Rela and David Edwards
Mrs. K.R. Egger

Joe C Feeman, Jr.

Mrs. William D. Felts

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Fleischer

Jenny Steves Floyd

Robert J. Fulcher

Dennis L Fulcher, Sr.

Mark L. Fuzek
Dr. Frank B. Galyon
Bob Gamble
Ann W. Goodpasture
Bonnie M. Greene
Bernard Gross
Mrs. Annie R. Hafele

Cherrie H. Hall

James Jeonard Hatmaker
Jamie L. Herman
Donald L. Hines

Otto R. Hirsch

Dr. Duane F. Houck
Patsy Huffman
Ijams Audubon Nature Center

William R. Jarrell, Jr.

Dr. David S. Johnston

James I. (Bus) Jones

Patsy Jones

Ed Landers
Mildred Lassiter

Ruth Lassiter

Gail Leverett

John E. Lothers

Virginia H. Lusk
Norma Sue Luton
Linda K. Mann
Lillian T. Manning
Bradley S. Maxwell
Eileen J. McCay
Richard P. Metcalf

Sondra Methvin
Agnes P. Miller

Paul Moore
Curtis and Carol Neely
Eileen Neiler

Katherine Nordsieck
Rebecca Odom
Lillian Owen
Paul S. Pardue
Roberta M. Patton

Sally Rhodes
Frances Riggs

Dr. and Mrs. Norman Rone
Martha S. Salk

Walter F. Schatz

Myrtle M. Seno
Richard W. Simmers, Jr.

Sarah B.S. Simms
Dale Smith

Frances Spence
Susan McMahon Stahl

Mary (Cissy) Stanifer

Timothy E. Stevens

Dixie Suttle

Allen and Susan Sweetser

Joe H. Taft

Wanda L. Thomas
Carolyn Townsend
Adam and Susanne Turtle

Jo Varga
Mrs. Kenneth Von Nieda
La Vergne Waddell
Miss Mary Walker
Dr. Russell C. Weigel

Miriam K. Weinstein

Herb White
Carl Wright
Dr. and Mrs. Harry C. Yeatman
Ralph J. Zaenglein
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The 1991 TNPS Field Trip Schedule

The following schedule of trips has been approved by the Board of Directors

of the Tennessee Native Plant Society for the 1991 season. Each trip will be
described in more detail in the appropriate issue of the Newsletter. Trips are

led by persons familiar with native Tennessee plants and they provide an
opportunity to observe, photograph, and learn about our native flora.

Since plant protection and conservation are primary objectives of our
organization, digging or collecting on field trips is not permitted.

Dates and locations of the various trips are listed below along with phone
numbers of trip leaders. Please call or write to the leader prior to each trip that

you plan to attend. All phone numbers have area code 615 unless otherwise

noted.

You may want to keep this schedule and plan to attend as many trips this

year as possible.

TNPS Trip to Old

Stone Fort Park

Saturday, April 13, 1991;

1 p.m. Central Time

Meet at the state park Visitors

Center. Leave 1-24 at Manchester

(Exit 110). Take State Highway 53

toward Manchester. Go approxi-

mately one mile or less to U.S. Hwy
41. Turn right and drive just over a

half mile to the state park entrance

on the left.

Date Event/Location Leader/Coord.

Mar. 15-17 Annual Mtg/Sewanee Kay Jones/Facilities

Nita Heilman/Prgms

Apr. 13 Old Stone Fort Park/
Coffee County

Jack Carman
455-2585(h), 454-7134(w)

Apr. 28 Smokies Hike/ After
Wildflower Pilgrimage

Tom Patrick

404/557-2514

Dennis Horn
455-5742(h), 454-7447(w)

May 25 Big South Fork Area/
Scott County

Ed & Shirley Nicholson

588-6976(h)

June 15 Harding University Glade/
Wilson County

Paul Somers
385-3482(h), 742-6550(w)

Andrea Shea

724-655(Xw)

July 27 Caney Fork River Bluffs/

DeKalb, Putnam Counties

Dennis Horn
455-5742(h), 454-7447(w)

August 24 Native Gardens Nursery/
Loudon County

Ed & Meredith Clebsch

856-3350

September 7 Roan Mtn. Naturalist Rally Ed Schell/Coordinator

282-6125

September 21

September 22

Millstone Mountain/
Tipton County
Carroll Cabin, 9 Acre Glade
Decatur County

Dudley Bowden

Paul Somers/Coord.
385-3482(h), 742-6550(w)

Our leader will be Jack Carman, 106

La Salle Lane, Tullahoma, TN 37388;

615/455-2585(h), 454-7134(w)

Old Stone Fort State Park is an ar-

chaeological park at the edge of the

City of Manchester. It is situated at

the junction of the Duck and Little

Duck Rivers at a point where these

rivers descend from the Highland

Rim to the central basin of Middle

Tennessee. Trails lead along the

"Fort" rim to waterfalls on both

rivers. Wildflowers abound on the

wooded hillsides and near the

junction of these two rivers.

We will hike one or more trails in

the park to see a rich variety of

spring, flora. Among the wildflowers

we are likely to see include Virginia

bluebells, yellow trout lily, dwarf

larkspur, spring beauty, Greek

valerian, large flowered trillium,

woodland phlox, and dutchman's

breeches.

The state park will provide a

variety of other outdoor activities

that day as part of their Nature Day
program. These will include bird

walks, other wildflower hikes, and
an edible plant walk followed by
tasting of prepared wild plant foods.

The Nature Day activities will begin

about 9:30 a.m.

Trails average two to three miles

in length and are easy to moderate in

difficulty. Manchester has plenty of

places to find lunch.

Come and enjoy a day in the park.



Join the TNPS
Pilgrimage Hike

Meet other society members April

28, after the Smokys Wildflower Pil-

grimage, for a special TNPS hike led

by Tom Patrick and Dennis Horn.

The hike will be to some park

destination not normally featured

during the Pilgrimage. The distance

will be limited to two or three miles

on moderate trails. Bring a lunch or

snack.

Call Patrick or Horn (see field trip

schedule) or write to Dennis at 222

Crestwood Dr., Tullahoma, TN
37388.

Meet at 9:30 a.m. (Eastern) at Sug-

arland Visitors Center parking lot

(the end toward Elkmont).

The annual Great Smoky Moun-
tains Spring Wildflower Pilgrimage

will be held April 25-27. Registration

will be at the Gatlinburg Convention

Center.

Directions to St. Mary's Center and
the Annual Meeting March 15-17

T7 or the second consecutive year, the TNPS Annual Meeting is being held

Jr at St. Mary's Retreat Center.

Those not attending last year are assured by Kay Jones, the coordinator, and
others who were there that the facilities, meals, and surroundings are espe-

cially nice and appropriate for TNPS. The Center sits on a brow of the Cum-
berland Plateau about 1,000 feet above the valley.

Those driving should put their sights on Sewanee, about five miles from
Monteagle and Interstate 24 between Nashville and Chattanooga. Some of

you may want to travel Highway 64 or 41A, passing through Monteagle to the

north or Winchester and Cowan to the south.

Less than a half-mile south of where 64/
41A touches the "village" of Sewanee, turn

onto Highway 56 toward Sherwood. From '

there drive just over a mile to the first major 1
bend in the road to the left and turn right onto

St. Mary's Road (marked). Drive to the end
and into the parking lot. Assuming good
weather the view into the valley is spectacular. \

If fog or other obstacles cause you to become
j
j

lost around Sewanee, call St. Mary's Center, ‘

\ i \ \\

and help will be forthcoming. The number is V) JL. '

'

598-5342. See you at St. Mary's. (
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State Funding Sought for Parks
and Natural Areas
TNPS Involved in Legislative Effort

A key bill currently before the State Legislature, known officially as the

State and Local Parks and Recreation Partnership Act of 1991, could

provide some much needed funding for the purchase of additional

land for state and local parks.

The problem is increasing real estate development and pollution that

threatens existing parks and natural area. Federal funding that once helped

with state land acquisitions has decreased from $7 million for Tennessee in

1979 to $500,000.

The bill is being supported by about 20 organizations, including the Envi-

ronmental Action Fund, the Tennessee Recreation and Parks Association, the

Tennessee Conservation League, the Tennessee Nature Conservancy, and

TNPS.
With a new amendment, here's what the bill would do:

• Provide $4 million a year in new revenue by adding four cents to the tax

on real estate transfers;

• Allocate about 30 percent of that money to the Department of Conserva-

tion to purchase new land for state parks, forests, natural areas, and scenic

river boundaries;

• Provide for the distribution of another 30 percent to counties and towns
willing to match state grants with equal amounts for the purchase of local

park lands and for trail and facilities development. The local match might be
an in-kind donation of land from a

third party;

• Allocate about 40 percent for

abatement of agricultural runoff.

• Preserve the Wetlands Ac-

quisition fund indefinitely beyond
its scheduled demise in 1996.

Certainly much of the land

that might be acquired for parks

and natural areas supports impor-

tant native plant species.

At last report, this legislation

was moving out of committee, and
votes by both House and Senate

were expected by the end of the

legislative session. An expression

of your support made to your

local representative could make a

difference. Time is short.

Some Facts about

Endangered Plants
Among the continental 48 states,

Tennessee's flora is one of the most

diverse, consisting of about 2,750

vascular plant taxa. Many possible

reasons for Tennessee's rich flora

come to mind, such as its relatively

mild climate, its extremely varied

rock formations and soil types, its 11

recognized physiographic regions

stretching from the Blue Ridge

Mountains to the Mississippi

floodplain, and its geographic

position relative to other centers of

botanical diversity.

Because Tennessee represents

only a portion of the range for most

of its plant species, many of them
are naturally rare here. The majority

of Tennessee's 418 state-listed rare

plants are more common in adjacent

or nearby states more at the centers

of their ranges. The exceptions to

this, in most cases, are the species

that are federally listed as "endan-

gered" or "threatened" or under
consideration for listing by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service.

At the present time, there are

eight plant species in Tennessee that

are federally listed as endangered

Continued on Page 2
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This Newsletter is a publication of the

Tennessee Native Plant Society and is

published six times a year generally in

February, April, June, August, October,

and December.

The Tennessee Native Plant Society

(TNPS) was founded in 1978. Its

purposes are to assist in the exchange of

information and encourage fellowship

among Tennessee's botanists, both

amateur and professional; to promote
education of the public about Tennessee

flora, and wild plants in general; to

provide, through publication of a

newsletter or journal, a formal means of

documenting information on Tennessee

flora and of informing the public about

wild plants; and to promote the protec-

tion and enhancement of Tennessee's

wild plant communities.

Dues are $8 for the calendar year ($5 for

students and senior citizens, $15 for

institutions, and $150 for life member-
ships). Membership privileges include a

subscription to the TNPS Newsletter.

Dues may be sent to the Tennessee
Native Plant Society, Department of

Botany, the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.

TNPS OFFICERS
Mary Martin Schaffner of Nashville,

President

Dennis Horn of Tullahoma,

Vice-President

Andrea Shea of Nashville,

Corresponding Secretary

Nita Heilman of Clarksville,

Recording Secretary

Karen Yarbro of Knoxville,

Treasurer

DIRECTORS
John Churchill of Johnson City

H.R. DeSelm of Knoxville

Shirley Nicholson of Knoxville

B.F. (Bobby) Jones of Cookeville

Kay Jones of Columbia
Larry Wilson of Memphis
Sally Mirick of Knoxville

Lois Lord of Jackson

Latham Davis, Editor

Letters to the editor or correspondence

about the Newsletter should be ad-

dressed to: TNPS Newsletter, P.O. Box
856, Sewanee,TN 37375.

Endangered Species Continued

and four others that are listed as threatened. Additionally, three others have
been proposed in the Federal Register for endangered status and one for

threatened status. Tennessee's rare plant list includes 56 other taxa that are

candidates for federal listing, meaning they are still under evaluation or

awaiting the writing of a formal listing proposal.

Tennessee's law, "The Rare Plant Protection and Conservation Act of

1985," established similar definitions, but focused strictly on each species

status within Tennessee. In this law an endangered species means "any
species or subspecies of plant whose continued existence as a viable compo-
nent of the state's flora is determined by the commissioner to be in jeopardy,

including but not limited to all species of plants determined to be an 'endan-

gered species' pursuant to the Endangered Species Act."

The official regulations published pursuant to this act presented a list of

145 plant taxa considered to be endangered in Tennessee. These, therefore, are

the ones that currently have protection from "taking" or "sale" without a

license agreement with the state.

The Tennessee law also requires that the Department of Conservation
maintain lists of "threatened" and "special concern" species, but it does
nothing to protect these species from "taking" or "sale."

What criteria are used to distinguish the status of each species in Tennes-
see? The main criteria, in most cases, are based on the number of known or

estimated populations, the size and viability of these populations, the judg-

ments about the immediate and perceived threats to these populations.

The viability of the populations is often a difficult thing to assess, but
sometimes there are obvious problems. Examples are disease, insect infesta-

tions, lack of pollinators, or lack of seed set. More subtle examples are prob-

lems associated with inbreeding which might not show up right away. Imme-
diate and perceived threats are usually directly or indirectly related to man's
management or mismanagement of the environment.

Destruction or alteration of natural habitat by man's activities is respon-
sible for decline or loss of rare plant populations in the vast majority of cases.

Commercial exploitation has been a significant factor for only a few of

Tennessee's rare plants thus far.

Who decides which plants are worthy of listing as endangered in Tennes-

see? A Scientific Advisory Committee of 12 botanists knowledgeable about
the state's flora was established in 1981 to help the Department of Conserva-
tion revise a list of rare plants published by the Tennessee Academy of

Sciences in 1978. The committee helped with revisions again in 1983, 1985,

and most recently in March of 1989.

Regulations require that a public hearing be held prior to any official

additions or deletions to the lists of endangered or threatened species.

This material about endangered and threatened species was compiled from an article

by Paul Somers, a botanist in the Ecological Services Division of the Department of

Conservation. Paul is also a TNPS member.

Endangered List

Eight Tennessee plant species are listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. These are:

Tennessee coneflower

(Echinacea tennesseensis)

Ruth's golden-aster

(Pityopsis ruthii)

Green pitcher plant

(Sarracenia orephila)

Large-flowered skullcap

(Scutellaria montana)

Cumberland sandwort
(Arenaria cumberlandensis)

Small whorled pogonia

(Isotria medeoloides)

Spreading avens

(Geum radiatum)

Roan Mountain bluet

(Hedyotis purpurea)
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Honorary Life

Membership Awards
Elsie Quarterman, Hector Black Honored

he Tennessee Native Plant Society awarded honorary life memberships
to Hector Black of Cookeville and Elsie Quarterman of Nashville,

during the TNPS Annual Meeting March 16 in Sewanee.
Dr. Quarterman, a plant ecologist and professor emerita of botany at Van-

derbilt University, was recognized for "decades of personal contributions to

ecological research, botanical teaching, and efforts to preserve biologically

significant natural areas in Tennessee and the Southeast.

In academic circles she is recognized as a Fellow of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science and the Tennessee Academy of Science.

During her career she served as treasurer, vice president, and president of the
Association of Southeastern Biologists, which in 1988 awarded her its highest
honor, the ASB Meritorious Teaching Award.

After leaving Vanderbilt Dr. Quarterman directed her energies more to

conservation. One of her accomplishments was to co-author a National Park
Service report on "Potential Ecological/Geological Natural Landmarks on the
Interior Low Plateaus."

She served as president of the Tennessee Environmental Council and is a
founding member and former science advisor to the Tennessee Chapter of the
Nature Conservancy, which she continues to serve as vice president for the
Middle Tennessee area. Recognizing her contributions, the Conservancy
awarded her one of its distinguished Oak Leaf awards in 1981. She is also the
recipient of a 1984 Sol Feinstone Environmental Award.

Mr. Black was recognized for his contributions to safe horticultural practices
and conservation projects in the state and for his donation to the Tennessee
Nature Conservancy of Wash Morgan Hollow.

His interest in botany and horticulture can be traced at least to his college
years at Harvard, and this interest was often woven into

his involved in humanitarian projects in both the U.S.

and South America.

He established Hidden Springs Nursery outside
Atlanta in 1968 and less than 10 years later moved
his family and nursery to Jackson County,
Tennessee. In 1977 he built one of the first

commercial solar greenhouses in the state.

Soon afterward he was pursuing efforts

to find alternatives to crop and garden
pesticides and was seeking ways to

reduce the need for high nitrogen

commercial fertilizers. He is

currently the director of Citizens

to Save Spring Creek, an or-

ganization acting as a watch-
dog over environmental

concerns in areas around
Jackson County.

WlLDFLOWER FAIR

AT CHEEKWOOD
Cheekwood Botanical Gardens in

Nashville will hold its annual
Wildflower Fair April 19-21.

The fair includes a sale of nursery-

grown wildflowers and native trees

and shrubs, along with seeds and
garden-related items. Guided tours

of Cheekwood's Howe Garden of

native plants will be given at 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m. on Friday and Saturday

and at 2 p.m. on Sunday of the fair

weekend. Cheekwood has a gate fee

of $4 for adults, $3 for seniors.

The exhibit of Miriam Weinstein's

photography will still be open in the

Cheekwood Botanic Hall.

More information may be obtain

by calling Jenny Andrews,
Cheekwood's wildflower

horticulturist, at 615/353-2148.

Roan Mt. Tours
The Thirty-Third Annual Roan
Mountain Wildflower Tours and
Birdwalks will be held May 3-5 at

Roan Mountain State Park.

Naturalists will lead morning
and afternoon hikes both May 4 and
5, and an Owl Prowl will be held the

evening of May 4 after a talk by
Ranger Naturalist Marty Silvers.

More information is available

from Roan Mountain State Park, Rt.

1, Box 236, Roan Mountain, TN 37687

(615/772-3303).

Wildflowers of the Southern

Appalachians

Choice, hardy, reliable, showy.

From our nursery to your garden

be it woodland, rock, moist, or dry

Send $2 for 44 pp, illustrated,

descriptive catalog or SASE for list

of wildflowers, hardy ferns,

and perennials.

Sunlight Gardens
Rt. 1, Box 600-T

Andersonville, TN 37705

A TNPS Member Advertiser
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Illustrations
Several sketches of plants in this

issue are taken from the TNPS
native plant note cards. Except,

the cards look even better.

Native Plant

Note
Cards

Pipsissewa

Order these attractive TNPS cards

while they are still available.

Two Different Collections

Medicinal Series (10 cards)

Pennyroyal, Mullein, Wild

Ginger, Jimson Weed,

Pipsissewa

Endangered Series (12 cards)

Gray’s Lily, Hart’s-Tongue

Fern, Twinflower, Mountain

Avens

$3.00 per package,

plus $1.25 for postage.

Address Your Order To:

Helen Warren

105 Evans Lane

Oak Ridge, TN 37830

All proceeds will be used to

support conservation of

Tennessee’s native wild flora.

Some Medical Notes
on Bloodroot

—

Sanguinaria canadensis

I
n the last Newsletter of TNPS (Vol 14, No 1, page 5) was given a

good description of the bloodroot by an anonymous author. Some
notes about the chemistry and pharmacology of this pretty wood-

land poppy family (Papaveraceae) Sanguinaria contains alkaloides

called isoquinolenes, among which morphine is the best known.

Bloodroot contains the isoquinoline, called by the trivial name
sanguinarine. For those who might think about getting "a fix" from

it, forget it. This plant has none of the pain-relieving, euphoria-

producing high promised by the honorable poppy.

This plant when ingested will cause colic from inflammation of

the stomach, pulmonary congestion compounded by respiratory de-

pression, drooling with thirst, and staggering. Soon upon falling to

the ground convulsions begin heralding the final period of stupor

and coma.

Surprisingly there have been very few deaths from this

plant, in as much as the root suggests use for curing condi-

tions of the blood.

Perhaps it has been used by the Indians

as a war paint, but painting the juice on

one's skin is a bad idea because the chemi-

cal can be absorbed through skin.

A very dilute solution of the com-
pound has been marketed in plaque-fighting toothpastes. The

sanguinarine does fix to the protein cell walls of plaque bacteria and

so kills them; it does work for this purpose. This is good news;

but the bad news is that sanguinarine causes a rise in

pressure within the eye, glaucoma. This poses a special

problem for people who have any threat of this great

silent thief of sight. Well, maybe this problem could be

fixed by the extract of another plant—Pilocarpus.

Sanguinarine is most concentrated in the root rind, and its reason for being

probably is to destroy the root rotting fungus Phymatrichum.

I found that as little as 0.16 gm of wet root kills fish within one hour.

Well, plants with pretty spring flowers need to have defences.

—John A. Churchill, MD

John Churchill is a past president of TNPS and makes his home in Johnson

City, Tennessee

Organizing for Native Plant Rescue
Meredith Bradford Clebsch of Greenback, chairman of the Plant Rescue

Committee, asks that members notify her if they are interested in plant

rescue. She knows of one rescue opportunity in Unicoi County. The state

has given her permission to rescue plants at the construction site of a new
road.

Write her at Native Gardens, Box 494, Greenback, TN 37742 or call

615/856-3350.
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TNPS Annual Meeting
A Great Success

M ore than 45 members gathered for a memorable and stimulating

TNPS Annual Meeting March 15-17 at St. Mary's Center near

Sewanee.
The program was varied, and there were good opportunities for

lively discussions. Despite the early date, field trip guides searched

out interesting flora activity in nearby Shakerag Hollow.

Stephanie Meeks presented a program about the Tennessee

Nature Conservancy, and Paul Somers described some programs of

the State Conservation Department. Paul also gave an update of

Tennessee Hora 2001.

Tom Hemmerly of Middle Tennessee State University's Botany

Department described the work done on his recently published book. Wild-

flowers of the Central South (1990, Vanderbilt University Press). He said

material for the book originally concentrated entirely on the cedar glades, but

for commercial purposes the publisher asked that the scope of the book be

expanded. Hemmerly said he is not aware of another book about flowers of

the cedar glades.

David Duhl presented an excellent program on techniques of photo-

graphing wildflowers, and he showed some stunning slides to illustrate his

points.

Life Membership Awards were presented to Elsie Quarterman for 1990

and Hector Black for 1991. (See special story in this issue.)

The business part of the Annual Meeting dealt largely with whether and

how to increase society membership. A few of the points made:
• There is a concern that large groups on field trips will damage sensitive

habitats.

• When membership was larger than it is now, only a small percentage

was interested in field trips, and one counter balance to any potential threat

from large groups may be to limit trips to certain numbers of people.

• The society could increase its activity related to other projects, such as

plant rescue, thus involving more members.
• The society should not discourage membership since one of its major

purposes is to educate the public about native plants.

• The encouragement of TNPS chapters could stimulate an increase in

membership.
• B.F. Jones, chairman of the

membership committee,

suggested that the

method that has

proved the best for en

rolling new members is

for a current member to

invite a friend and fellow

wildflower enthusiasts to

join TNPS.

Post Pilgrimage

Hike April 28
TNPS members will gather for a

special TNPS hike April 28 after the

Smokey Mountains Wildflower Pil-

grimage.

Everyone planning to make the

hike will meet at 9:30 a.m. (Eastern)

at Sugarland Visitors Center parking

lot (the end toward Elkmont).

The hike—the destination to be

determined at Sugarlands—will be

led by Tom Patrick and Dennis
Horn.

Native Plants

Along Highways
Ed Clebsch, UT botanist and TNPS
member, has organized a conference

on highway beautification using

native plants scheduled for May 28-

30 at the University of Tennessee

Transportation Center.

The conference is intended to bring

together highway planners, transpor-

tation engineers, botanists, ecolo-

gists, and other persons concerned

with the management of highway
rights-of-way.

The conference fee of $95 ($125

after May 1) will admit the partici-

pant to exhibits and several sessions

covering such subjects as "The Eco-

nomics of Using Native Plants" and
"What Other States Are Doing with

Roadside Landscaping."

Inquiries may be addressed to

Native Plant Conference, UT Trans-

portation Center, South Stadium

Hall, Knoxville, TN 37996-0700.
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Addresses for TNPS
We need to remind everyone that the

official mailing address of the Ten-

nessee Native Plant Society remains

the same: TNPS, Department of

Botany, University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-1100. (This and
the Newsletter address are always on
the masthead.)

To speed correspondence, there

may be times when you would wish

to write directly to a TNPS officer.

Here are some key addresses:

Mary Martin Schaffner (president).

Court Square Bldg., Nashville, TN
37201-1107.

Dennis Horn (vice president),

222 Crestwood Dr., Tullahoma, TN
37388.

Andrea Shea (corresponding

secretary), 341 Huntington Ridge

Dr., Nashville, TN 37211.

Nita Heilman (recording secretary),

429 Rivermont Dr., Clarksville, TN
37043.

Karen Yarbro (treasurer), 1216

Dukesbury Rd., Knoxville, TN 37919.

TNPS members may purchase a

membership list with addresses

(1990) by mailing a request to the

TNPS address at UT. The cost of the

list is $1. An additional amount to

cover postage would be helpful.

6

Rarities in Unexpected Places

S
ociety members who were game for a last excursion on Sunday morning

after the Annual Meeting drove a short distance from St. Mar)/s Retreat

Center to Sewanee's Natural Bridge. Less than 100 feet north of the

bridge under rock ledges, the group gathered to see a small colony of filmy

fern, also sometimes called bristle fern ('Trichomanes boschianum ) as distin-

guished from the somewhat rarer filmy fern of the region, Trichomanes petersii.

This fern is particularly interesting because the leaves are but one cell thick

and allow translucent light to pass through them. For this reason they must be

kept continuously damp in the moisture of cliff walls or waterfall spray.

Another interesting fact about boschianum is that this same species grows

abundantly in tropical areas of Central America and the Caribbean but has

managed to hang on in a handful of remnant colonies of Tennessee, north

Alabama, and Kentucky.

One other interesting note about boschianum: Jesse M. Shaver
7
s book on

Ferns of the Eastern Central States, with Special Reference to Tennessee (1954), notes

the early recorded discoveries of bristle fern near Sewanee by Dr. Augustin

Gattinger in 1878 and a Vanderbilt University student, J. T. McGill, in 1881.

But Shaver adds a somber note: "Near the Natural Bridge where McGill

collected this fern. . . it is now absent. Most of the trees of any size here have

been cut, letting in the sunlight and drying out the soil. Considerable dirt has

also collected next to the bluff where these ferns probably grew. Similar

changes have occurred at the other stations examined. For example, the

hillside below Morgan's Steep, where McGill found this fern in 1881, is now
rather free from tall trees and this fern is now absent."

It is gratifying that the boschianum colonies at Natural Bridge and at least

one other nearby site have managed to re-establish themselves.

A final lesson for us here may be that we should always be alert to the

discoveries of flora, including rare flora, in unexpected places. This lesson was
emphasized immediately after the outing to Natural Bridge when the group

drove about five miles to the bluff home of Harry Yeatman to see a small

cluster of Trillium pusillum, which had appeared unexpectedly this spring.

Harry speculated that this dainty little trillium could have been planted in the

droppings of a bird or perhaps even in the droppings of an animal that had

eaten the bird. One of the mysteries of Nature.

A Limited Bibliography of Fern References
American Fern Journal and Fiddlehead Forum (the official publication of the

American Fern Society).

Cranfill, Ray. 1980. Ferns and Fern Allies of Kentucky. Kentucky Nature

Preserves Commission, Scientific & Technical Series No. 1, Frankfort, Ky.

284 pp.
Evans, A. Murray. 1978. Mississippi flora: A guide to the ferns and fern allies.

Sida 7(3): 282-297.

Lellinger, David B. and A. Murray Evans. 1985. A Field Manual of the Ferns

and Fern Allies of the United States and Canada. Smithsonian Institution

Press, Washington, D.C. 389 pp.
Mickel, John T. 1979. How to Know the Ferns and Fern Allies. Wm. C. Brown

Co. Publishers, Dubuque, la. 229 pp.

Shaver, Jesse M. 1954. Ferns of Tennessee. (Republished as Ferns of the Eastern

Central States in 1970 by Dover Publications, Inc., New York, N.Y.) 502 pp.

Small, John K. 1964. Ferns of the Southeastern States. (Reprinted by Hafner

Publishing Co., New York, N.Y.) 515 pp.
Wherry, Edgar T. 1964. The Southern Fern Guide. Doubleday & Co., Inc.,

Garden City. N.Y. 349 pp.

Wofford, B. Eugene and A. Murray Evans. 1979. Atlas of the vascular plants of

Tennessee. I. Pteridophytes and gymnosperms. J. Tennessee Academy of

Science. 54(1): 32-38.



Notes about TNPS Members

Professor Sharp
Honored by Japanese

J
ack Sharp, UT emeritus professor of botany and TNPS member, has been
awarded the prestigious Order of the Rising Sun—Gold Rays with Neck
Ribbon by the Japanese government.
The honor was bestowed during an invitation-only dinner last month at

the University of Tennessee where Jack taught botany for 45 years.

In addition to having trained Japanese students who went on to become
outstanding botanists in their own country, he has made several trips to

Japan, once on a grant from the National Science Foundation. During the NSF
year, he and his Japanese students discovered more than 50 species of unre-
ported mosses.

Jack has also received a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Merit Award of the
Botanical Society of America, and a Meritorious Teaching Award of the
Association of Southeastern Biologists.

In case you may have missed the news about Edward Schell, wildlife

photographer and TNPS member, Ed won national acclaim as the 1990
recipient of the Ansel Adams Award for Conservation Photography,
bestowed by the Sierra Club.

Ed is a resident of Johnson City, where he settled in the 1970s after retiring

as a physicist with the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C.
An article in the Tennessee Conservationist (January/February, 1991)

describes how Ed began to pursue an interest in photography before his
retirement and how photography drew him into the study of botany.

"I took a few photographs of wildflowers and asked botanists what they
were. Now I spend a great deal of time studying the plants on their own
merits," he said.

Most of his photography is done with a 35mm Minolta X700 with a 35-70
mm zoom lens and a 70-210 mm zoom lens.

He has produced the award-winning book Tennessee, with text written by
Wilma Dykeman. Published in 1979, the book is in its third printing. His
photographs have also been published in a number of magazines and in the
National Geographic Society books Living Wilderness and Natural History.

Ed did not show any of his photography at the TNPS Annual Meeting in
March, preferring instead to enjoy the photography of other TNPS members
like David Duhl, who gave a program on wildflower photography. Others to
show slides of native plants were Hal DeSelm, Jack Carman, Dennis Horn,
Nita Heilman, and Harry Yeatman. Maybe Ed will show next year.

Because he is regularly asked to speak to groups about native plants, B.F.

Jones of Cookeville and Tennessee Tech University has prepared four
different programs on native flora—spring wildflowers, fall wildflowers,
glade flowers, and trillium. He is regularly in demand for Tennessee Tech's
Elderhostel programs at Fall Creek Falls State Park.

Mark Fuzek, a former TNPS Newsletter editor,

remains active in his favorite avocation. Earlier this

year Mark gave a slide presentation on wildflowers
to the Lions Club in Knoxville and to two garden
clubs. He plans to do some research on tissue

culture propagation of pink lady's slipper. He has
done similar research on yellow trillium.

Big South Fork
Hike Sunday, May 26
Big South Fork National Recreation

Area is the TNPS field trip destina-

tion Sunday, May 26, and offers

members a hike through one of the

most beautiful areas in Tennessee.

Ed and Shirley Nicholson of

Knoxville will be the guides, and
they ask that everyone meet at 10

a.m. (Eastern time) at the Leather-

wood Ford Bridge parking area in

Big South Fork. From there they plan

to carpool to the trail head.

The hike is about 5.5 miles down
to and along the river from Big

Island to Station Camp. Ed and
Shirley say the trail is generally easy
but can be boggy in spots. They ask
that everyone bring lunch and water.

They hope to see Cypripedium
kentuckiensis (giant yellow lady's

slipper) and many other natives.

To reach Leatherwood Ford from
Oneida, take State Highway 297 west
approximately 12 miles to Leather-

wood Ford Bridge. If traveling from
Jamestown, go north on State 28 to

State 154, then east to State 297 to the

bridge, about 20 miles.

If you plan to join the hike,

please notify the Nicholsons at 6806
Haverhill Drive, Knoxville, TN 37909
or call 615/588-6976.

Cedar Glades Trip

Saturday, June 15
Paul Somers will lead a TNPS field

trip Saturday, June 15, into the cedar
glades of Wilson and Rutherford
counties. He asks that everyone meet
at 10 a.m. in the Visitors' Center
parking lot of Cedars of Lebanon
State Park.

Paul reports we will visit the

farm of John and Hester Lane in

Wilson County. The farm possesses

a number of interesting cedar glades
on both sides of an ephemeral
stream.

Many cedar glades extend onto a
larger tract of land owned by Har-
ding University of Searcy, Arkansas.
We will also explore forests on the

glade. It will be a prime time to see a

number of cedar glade endemics in

bloom.

Notify Paul Somers at 4402
Westlawn Dr., Nashville, TN 37209.
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D on't miss upcoming
issues of the Tennes-

see Native Plant Society

Newsletter. You will find

stories and articles about

the fascinating traits of

wildflowers, native plant

propagation, field trips

and programs of TNPS
and other organizations,

conservation efforts,

wildflower photography,

and more.

Renew your

membership
now. . . still only $8,

or $5 for students

and senior citizens.

Vol. 14, No. 2; April, 1991

Membership—New or Renewal
Given a certain lack of clarity about dues in the February issue, we would like

to make another appeal for new and renewal memberships.

If you would like to join TNPS or renew your membership, please fill out

the form below and mail it with your check. If you are uncertain about

whether your dues are current for 1991, check the year on your address label.

The Tennessee Native Plant Society is an organization of people with an

abiding interest in native flora. This newsletter is only one of its projects. A
brief description of the society's purposes is printed in the masthead on page

2. All degrees of participation are welcome.

I am a new member renewing member

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Membership Categories: Regular $8, Student or Senior $5,

Institutional $15, Life $150.

Mail to: Tennessee Native Plant Society, Department of Botany,

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.

Printed on recycled paper

Bulk Rate

U.S. Postage

PAID
Permit No. 54

Sewanee, TN

Tennessee Native

Plant Society

Newsletter
P.O. Box 856

Sewanee, TN 37375
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Vanishing Garden
The Plight of Tenneessee's Cedar Glades

The following article about the unique value of Tennessee's Cedar Glades and

the forces that threaten them was published in Tennessee Notes (July, 1987) of

the Nature Conservancy and is reprinted by permission of the Nature Conser-

vancy and the author, Dr. Elsie Quarterman.

M iddle Tennessee's most unique natural garden is rapidly vanish-

ing—beneath the waters of lakes, the asphalt and buildings of

industrial and housing developments, the litter of dumps, and the

feet and wheels of Middle Tennesseans. This garden is known and valued by

botanists across the nation, but it is disregarded by all but a handful of Ten-

nesseans. It is a garden that provides a home for nineteen rare and endan-

gered species of plants that grow nowhere else in the world, but which often

occur in great profusion here—and in a most inhospitable climate. These are

the natural rock gardens of Middle Tennessee called cedar glades.

Mankind, with dollar signs in his eyes, has judged the rocky cedar glades

to be worthless because he cannot grow lush crops or giant forests upon them.

They are labeled "unproductive." But the poor glade lands of rock and

shallow soil support an important scientific resource. This is not the red cedar

trees whose name they carry, nor the prickly pear cactus whose spines de-

mand attention from the careless soul who treads upon them, but the rare

flowering species of the open glades and the ecosystem they are part of—both

now threatened with extinction.

The local abundance of these plants makes it hard for the uninitiated to

consider them rare, but once they are gone from the few counties of Tennes-

see and Alabama where they now grow, they are gone from the earth forever.

They are unique to cedar glades. Botanists call such plant species "endemic,"

meaning restricted to a specific and frequently limited geographic area.

What are these rare species like? Many are small annual herbs in the

mustard family like the three species of Leavenworthia, or glade cress, whose

honeysweet fragrance drifts from white or yellow flowers borne a few inches

above the wet soil in late March and early April, and three species of their

close relatives, the Lesquerellas, that are more common on flood plains than on

glades proper.

Others are herbaceous perennials, the most showy of which bloom in

spring and early summer. There is the pale blue glade phlox (Phlox bifida, ssp

stellaria) that carpets rocky outcrops; Psoralea subacaulis, with silvery, palmate

leaves and spikes of deep purple, lupine-shaped flowers, that spreads in

dense patches over shallow soil, often close to clumps of vivid purple glade

violets. There is the rather infrequent Astragalus tennesseensis, the Tennessee

milk-vetch, with pale yellow flowers. It would grow best in the full sun of an

open glade, but there isn't enough moisture there; more moisture is available

Continued on Page 3

The Rewards
of Seed Collecting

Many of us who are fascinated with

the structures and habits of wildflow-

ers are equally intrigued with their

seed and propagation. For us, even

when the flowers fade, the season

continues.

If you're so inclined, now is the

time to follow-up some of your

earlier hikes with a search for matur-

ing seed. Seed collecting makes us

even better acquainted with plants

and is a good first step toward
learning the complications of plant

propagation.

The seed of the early woodland
species will likely have disappeared

by mid-summer, but you may still

find some seeds of trillium,

Solomon's seal, and Mayapple. Cer-

tainly you will be able to collect the

seed of coreopsis, helianthus, gaillar-

dia, and the cone flowers. The seed of

most of the showy summer bloomers

germinate easily, and without trouble

you can collect enough to sow in a

sunny comer of the yard.

A few rules will get you over the

first hurdles:

First, if seeds are moist when
collected—being in a fleshy fruit or

Continued on Page 5
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This Newsletter is a publication of the

Tennessee Native Plant Society and is

published six times a year, generally in

February, April, June, August, October,

and December.

The Tennessee Native Plant Society

(TNPS) was founded in 1978. Its

purposes are to assist in the exchange of

information and encourage fellowship

among Tennessee's botanists, both
amateur and professional; to promote
education of the public about Tennessee
flora, and wild plants in general; to

provide, through publication of a

newsletter or journal, a formal means of

documenting information on Tennessee
flora and of informing the public about

wild plants; and to promote the protec-

tion and enhancement of Tennessee's

wild plant communities.

From the President's Notebook

On Issues of Membership and Mutual Concerns

S
everal people have suggested that TNPS is at an organizational cross-

roads.

To this point TNPS has been primarily an association of field

botanists, studying Tennessee wildflowers and other native plants in their

natural habitats—bogs, forests, cedar glades, bluffs, fields, and even sinkholes.

To us, the natural areas of Tennessee have been our "garden."

Inevitably, as habitats of native plants have become increasingly threat-

ened, TNPS has expanded its focus beyond field botany to include efforts to

protect the wildflowers we have come to love, particularly endangered
species. As a member of the Environmental Action Fund, TNPS helped pass
Tennessee's "Rare Plant Protection and Conservation Act" of 1985 as well as
other legislation aimed at protecting Tennessee's environment. We have also

been instrumental in having the protection of the "rare plant" legislation

extended to the pink lady's slipper, a wildflower threatened not by diminish-
ing habitat but by commercial exploitation.

As the need for greater protection of Tennessee's native plants has in-

creased, so too has our frustration with the relative weakness of our voice in

the political sphere. Too few of us have seen the beauty of wildflowers on the

hills and in the forests to capture sufficiently the attention of lawmakers and
allocators of the state's resources. As a consequence, full protection of

Tennessee's native plants has been beyond our grasp.

Dues are $8 for the calendar year ($5 for

students and senior citizens, $15 for

institutions, and $150 for life member-
ships). Membership privileges include a

subscription to the TNPS Newsletter.

Dues may be sent to the Tennessee
Native Plant Society, Department of

Botany, the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.

TNPS OFFICERS
Mary Martin Schaffner of Nashville,

President

Dennis Horn of Tullahoma,

Vice-President

Andrea Shea of Nashville,

Corresponding Secretary

Nita Heilman of Clarksville,

Recording Secretary

Karen Yarbro of Knoxville,

Treasurer

DIRECTORS
John Churchill of Johnson City

H.R. DeSelm of Knoxville

Shirley Nicholson of Knoxville

B.F. (Bobby) Jones of Cookeville

Kay Jones of Columbia
Larry Wilson of Memphis
Sally Mirick of Knoxville

Lois Lord of Jackson

Latham Davis, Editor

Letters to the editor or correspondence

about the Newsletter should be ad-

dressed to: TNPS Newsletter, P.O. Box
856, Sewanee, TN 37375.

And, so, the crossroads TNPS faces: should we make an all out effort to

increase our membership?
• If so, would that not require broadening the organization's focus beyond

field botany to include others, such as home gardeners, who also have an
interest in wildflowers?

• Would an increased number of members interested in field botany have
an adverse impact on those plants growing in especially fragile environments
and, if so, how could that impact be avoided or minimized?

• Most fundamentally, do we have sufficient energy and commitment to

nurture and maintain an expanded organization?

Recall the last time you marvelled at Tennessee's "vanishing garden" and
ask whether we can possibly make any other choice.
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Vanishing Garden—Continued

in the shade of cedar trees, but there isn't enough light there, so Astragalus

persists at the edge of woods and of clumps of shrubs, compromising on both

light and moisture to survive.

There is Oxalis priceae, a delicate yellow-flowered ground cover; two
species of Petalostemon, the most abundant of which is the procumbent
Gattinger's petalostemon or prairie clover, with masses of rose-purple flowers

in early June; and, flowering at about the same time, populations of

Gattinger's lobelia, with spikes of sky-blue flowers. There is Talinum calcar-

icum, the glade fame-flower, first described in 1966 by a Vanderbilt graduate

student, who named it for the calcareous rock in whose small pot-holes and
rocks it finds a foothold. There is the pink Tennessee cone flower, recently

rediscovered and known from only two small populations, that blooms
throughout most of the early summer. Three other species, a delightfully

fragrant small mint, Satureja glabella, a somewhat awkward but curiously-

shaped tall herb, Onosmodium molle, and the small shrubby Hypericum sphaero-

carpum, var. targidum complete the known list of endemics to Tennessee cedar

glades.

The flower garden aspect is enhanced by species not restricted to glades,

but occurring there abundantly and becoming rarer as each potential wild

habitat is destroyed. Among these are two very abundant early spring species,

the white-flowered sandwort, Arenaria patula, and the succulent crowfoot,

Sedum pulchellum. These share dominance on shallow soil in early spring with

the glade cress in the species leavenworthia. Verbena canadensis, Delphinium

virescens and the golden groundsel, Senecio obovatus are also part of the spring

scene, as well as the prickly pear cactus, Opuntia humifusa, that has beautiful

yellow and orange flowers.

During the summer, the wild rose and blackberry lilies are conspicuous, as

is the tall shrub Hypericum frondosum, when it is covered with dozens of large,

fluffy yellow blossoms. Two species, found only occasionally now, the delicate

spring-flowering Anemone caroliniana and a summer-flowering orchid, are

near extinction in cedar glades, although, fortunately, they survive in other

parts of the world.

It is not just the rare species that make glades important or the beauty of

the glades in the spring—significant as these features are—but the balanced

ecosystem of which all are a part. An ecosystem that through the ages devel-

oped checks and balances which have allowed it to endure the forces that

formed the Central Basin and the disruptions of two centuries of human
misuse deserves better than the extinction that threatens it. Why? What's so

great about a barren, rocky glade that won't even grow trees well and that

looks so desolate most of the year?

Let me try to explain. It is the only natural ecosystem remaining in the

Central Basin that is intact enough to demonstrate how balanced systems can

develop in spite of rigorous environments. It is the only place in Middle Ten-

nessee, and one of the few in North America, where we know all the recently

evolved plant species still occupy their place of origin—evolution, in fact is

still in progress among some groups of endemic species. It is a place where
adaptation of species to severe habitats can advantageously be studied.

Among the balancing factors in the glade ecosystem are organic chemicals

produced by certain species that prevent germination of seed of others. We
need to learn how these operate, how widespread their effects are in natural

ecosystems, and how they affect the composition and structure of those eco-

systems. Cedar glades are natural ecological laboratories, par excellence. What
more can you ask?

Rare species, seasonal beauty, and scientific significance. What more is required

to deserve continued existence? Can we not set aside some of the remaining

glades as natural areas to learn fundamental biological principles from?

—Dr. Elsie Quarterman

Dr. Quarterman, emerita professor of botany at Vanderbilt University, is an

honorary life member of TNPS.

Omnium Gatherum

TNPS members were in the spotlight

of an Earth Day article in the April 21

issue of the Nashville Tennessean. The
occasion was the fourteenth annual

Wildflower Pilgrimage at Cedars of

Lebanon State Park.

The story mentioned efforts to

encourage the growth of the rare

white Stones River mustard (Lesquer-

ella stonensis) and, more broadly,

concern with human encroachment

into the cedar glades.

Named in the story were Ruth
and Mack McMillin, Sharen Bracy,

and Steve Somers.
• • •

Earlier this year the announcement
was made that Interstate 840 by-pass

east of Nashville was being reposi-

tioned to avoid cutting across Sun-

nybell Glade.

The thin, limestone soil of the

glade may seem somewhat barren

except for intermittent islands of

cedar trees. But each spring the five-

acre Sunnybell Glade is covered with

thousands of the rare sunnybell (Sch-

oenolirion croceum).

A key tract of Sunnybell Glade is

owned by the Nature Conservancy.
• • •

Carol Ritchie's column. Assignment
Earth, in the Nashville Banner (May 4)

revealed a three-year program of the

State Transportation Department to

propagate wildflowers along sections

of Tennessee highways.

Several TNPS members are

involved at least in encouraging this

effort. The August issue of the TNPS
Newsletter will include articles by
Andrea Shea and Ed Clebsch about

wildflowers along highways.
• • •

For a free bibliography of native

plant uses, send a self-addressed

envelope with first-class postage to

National Wildflower Research

Center, 2600 FM 973 North, Austin,

TX 78725-4201.

• • •

TNPS member Bertha Chrietzberg is

leading a wild orchid hike for Ten-

nessee Trails Association at South

Cumberland Recreation Area on
August 10. For more information,

call Bertha at 615/896-1146.
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Discovering Tennessee

Flora
Some Notes on Augustin Gattinger

Observations
in West
Tennessee
Following are excerpts from the section

about West Tennessee from Augustine

Gattinger's book, The Flora of Tennes-

see and a Philosophy of Botany

(1901).

. .

.

From distance already, before

crossing the Tennessee River, we are

in sight of towering cypresses. While
a thousand miles east from here they

yet occupy the shore line of the

Atlantic, here the shore line has

receded to the Gulf and left the

cypress behind. Their dimensions are

truly enormous. The far-spreading

roots emerge like sharp-backed

ridges from the brownish lagoon,

gradually creeping up and girding

with buttresslike projections the

many-angled column. A perpendicu-

lar shaft ascends to a height of from
120 to 150 feet and then spreads in a

flat or hemispherical crown.

Such I have seen in 1864-70 near

Johnsonville. Cypress swamps are

along both big rivers and many other

extensive swamps, and swampy
lands are along every water course

—

the most, perhaps, along Big Sandy.

It may, therefore, be expected that a

great many more aquatic species and
such as inhabit marshy lands exist in

this region than in either East or

Middle Tennessee. . .

.

In the cypress swamps and
boggy lowlands we find the planer

tree, or water elm (Planera aquatica);

—Continued on Next Page

he name Augustin Gattinger kept appearing in my reading. I

saw it first in one botanical book and then another. I became, as

the term goes, curiouser and curiouser.

Who was this man? A medical doctor, I discerned, but one who must
have devoted all his spare time (or more) to the pursuit of plants. His

name invariably appears in botanical footnotes about Tennessee, accompanied
by dates like 1871 and 1886. A bit of research might reveal something, I

thought. It revealed, as a matter of fact, an amazing character.

Dr. Gattinger was a German emigre who arrived in America with his wife

in 1849. How they happened to come to America and how they happened to

find their way to the secluded East Tennessee village of Cave Spring is a story

in itself. Most interesting is that Gattinger brought with him a love of plants.

As he strove to build a medical practice and as he rode horseback through the

Tennessee hills and mountains to visit his patients, he would pause to investi-

gate the flora, some familiar from his Bavarian botanical studies, some not.

When the Civil War started, Gattinger lost his position with the mining

company at Duck Town. Soon afterward he became a surgeon for the Union
Army but because of malaria was unable to continue. Then a bit of good
fortune. He was named state librarian by Gov. Andrew Johnson. As librarian, a

post he held for five years, Gattinger could travel by train at will and without

charge anywhere in the state. He used the privilege to continue even more
ambitious botanical expeditions. I should note that Gattinger also studied and
collected minerals and on more than one occasion was commissioned by the

state to publish his research.

By 1870 the Gattinger family settled into a community of scholars close to

the University of Nashville. He practiced medicine, established a garden of

native plants, and continued to enlarge his herbarium. He was so meticulous

and thorough that he attracted the attention of other botanists, like the famous
Asa Gray, with whom he corresponded at length.

The position he gained as an authority on Tennessee flora is well illustrated

by events at the meeting in 1877 in Nashville of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science. Gattinger was asked to prepare a catalogue of

plants or flora of Tennessee. To overcome any reluctance he might have, he

was assured the work would be enthusiastically received by "all American
botanists."

Apparently unable to assume a task halfheartedly. Dr. Gattinger undertook

the project with characteristic diligence and in 1883 published a "systematic

enumeration" of 1,708 species. The book was printed at Dr. Gattinger' s ex-

pense and distributed gratuitously among the schools of the state and inter-

ested patrons of botany. Other editions were to follow, including his final

book, The Flora of Tennessee and a Philosophy of Botany (1901).

His Flora of Tennessee served to introduce Gattinger to many other botanists.

In addition, his collections were in demand for exchange. As he explained,

"They contained many novelties and were well prepared." One of his discov-

eries, made near Tullahoma, was sharp-leaved goldenrod (Solidago arguta).

In addition at least seven plants were named for him by other botanists,

including Lobelia Gattingeri by Asa Gray and Clematis Gattingeri by J.K. Small.

At various times he served as state botanist and held several special ap-

pointments, usually to prepare books or exhibits of Tennessee plants.
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His collection of dried plants, carefully mounted and identified, became
the second largest herbarium in the South, containing more than 4,000 spe-

cies. The collection was eventually given to the University of Tennessee in

Knoxville.

In many respects Dr. Gattinger is the father of botanical science in Tennes-

see. He recognized how fortunate he was to live at a time when the state was
still unexplored territory botanically. "I claim the honor of being the pioneer

in this field," he wrote.

Such a short study as this cannot really do justice to Gattinger's broader
vision. He was intrigued by plant physiology and geography. He had a

strong interest in the economic value and use of plants, but he also felt pas-

sionately about ecology long before it became the fashion. And he was one of

the first to work for the protection of the Smoky Mountains, an effort that

eventually led to the creation of the national park.

On the frontispiece of his 1901 book. The Flora of Tennessee. . ., is a quota-

tion from Horatio. The quotation applies nicely to the life of Augustin
Gattinger:

Not by Force, By Frequent Fall Alone

A Drop in Time Carves Out a Stone.

—Latham Darns

OSERVATIONS —Continued

the cypress (Taxodium distichum), the stateliest of our timber trees; the swamp
locust (Gleditschia monosperma); the tupelo gums (Nyssa sylvatica and Nyssa
aquatica); the mountain sweet pepper bush (Clethra acuminata), so fre-

quently in the mountains of East Tennessee, but rare in Middle and
West Tennessee; the swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor), the black
alder (Ilex verticillata), the swamp holly (Ilex decidua), intertwined
with the climbing bittersweet (Celastrus scandens), and the

supple-jack (Berchemia volubilis). . .

.

One of the showiest shrubs of this region, the lately-

discovered Hypericum lobocarpum, which would make a

splendid adornment of every garden, grows copiously
around Hollow Rock. In the swamps float the water
shields (Brasenia peltata and Cabomba Caroliniana), while
the water chinquapin (Nelumbo lutea) rears its big, pel-

tate foliage and large sulphur-yellow flowers high
above the brownish waters of the lagoon.

Of other frequent aquatics I may only
mention Limnanthemum lacunosum, Ranunculus
multifidus, Utricularia biflora. Species of Lemna,

Wolffia, and the neat Azolla cast a green veil

over the quiet pools. The Indian rye (Zizania

aquatica), a tall grass, which the Indians

used to harvest, using the grains for

meal, is here in its proper sphere, and its

tall heads look down upon patches of

sword lilies. Iris cupera, and Iris hexagona;

and all the swampy flats are filled with
Scirpus debilis, Carices, and Rhynchosporas. . .

.

Editor's Note: The Latin names used by Dr. Gattin

ger have, in some cases, been changed since the 1901

publication of this material. We chose not to alter

Gattinger's usage, but Dr. Harry Yeatman was able

to pinpoint the changes in three manuals, including

Gray's New Manual of Botany.

Seed Collecting—
Continued

pod—they should be sown immedi-
ately or stored in moist (not wet)

sphagnum moss in a plastic bag and
refrigerated until you are ready to

sow them. Seed that are dry can be
sown immediately or kept in a plastic

or paper bag in a dry place. If they

are to be kept for several months, all

seed should be stored in the refrigera-

tor.

Seed may mature at different

times on the same plant, necessitating

a selective approach. These same
flowers likely will not hold their seed

for very long. We must be alert.

Some plants have unique meth-
ods of scattering their seeds as soon
as they mature. For example, wild

geranium (Geranium maculatum)

slings its seed several feet from the

plant with tiny catapults that look as

if they were designed by Leonardo da
Vinci. The seed heads of Indian pink

(Spigelea marilandica) virtually ex-

plode, scattering tiny seeds in all

directions and usually out of the

reach of seed collectors.

There are tricks to compensate.
With Indian pink, for instance, try

tying pieces of panty hose around the

flower heads soon after the petals

drop. When the pods explode, you
have mature seed in a handy little

bag.

Although collecting seed from
some plants is easy, germination may
offer special problems. Trillium and
lady's slippers are just two genera

that require study and special condi-

tions for propagation.

For most of us, the more plentiful

species offer challenges and rewards
just as satisfying. And with many

species—Maryland golden

aster, compass plant, iron

weed, and many
more—the season

hasn't even begun.

Remember to leave

enough seed for the next generation.

For extra reading on propagation try:

Growing and Propagating Wild

Flowers by Harry R. Phillips; The Uni-

versity of North Carolina Press,

Chapel Hill, 1985.

Growing Wildflowers by Marie
Sperka; Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1973.
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The Elusive Kentuckiensis,

and Those Soggy Trails

S
unday, May 26, eleven TNPS members participated in the trip in the Big

South Fork National Recreation Area ostensibly to see the giant South-

ern lady's slipper, Cypripedium kentuckiensis. Unfortunately, they did not

see it for a number of reasons, but primarily because it was too late. Everything

has bloomed two or three weeks earlier than usual this year.

On Thursday, May 16, Ed and I scouted this trip and realized we should

have changed our previous plans. We had seen the plants in several locations

four or five years ago along the river trail. We had hoped to park cars or a

shuttle car at the Station Camp Parking Area near the river. That way we could

hike down the Big Island trail into the river gorge and upstream to Station

Camp, then drive up and out. However, that Thursday the Station Camp Road

was essentially impassable beyond the Big Island trail. We met the operator of

a bull-dozer who said that the road would probably not be open 10 days later,

especially with all the rain we were having.

So we parked our car beside the road and hiked in on the trail to Big Island.

Much of our walk was on the horse and pedestrian trail, and after slopping

through the horses' quagmires and a thunderstorm, we found two populations

of the lady's slippers, a few flowers in full bloom, others well past. We did not

go on to a third population which we remembered but started back on the

steep climb out of the gorge by the same route. We got caught and thoroughly

soaked in another storm.

The following week we called a ranger who assured us the road would not

be open, even for four-wheel-drive vehicles. But he told us of two other

populations, both within a mile of Leatherwood Ford, although he was fairly

sure they would no longer be blooming.

So the TNPS group voted to try the two easier hikes. But we never found

lady-slippers. We even went back a second time, thinking we should surely

spot the foliage which had been there three days earlier. On the basis of that,

we could say the trip was a failure, but oh! we saw so many other things.

A few of the species seen were spiderwort (Tradescantia subaspera), Indian

pink (Spigelia marilandica) ,
goatsbeard (Aruncus dioicus), hairy skullcap (Scutel-

laria elliptica), three viburnums (acerifolium, dentatum, and alnifolium), green

dragon (Arisaema dracontium), three kinds of ginger (including Asarum canad-

ense and Hexastylis arifolia), and whorled loosestrife (Lysimachia quadrifolia).

Some not in bloom but often plentiful were Allegheny spurge, wild yam,

bearsfoot, yellowroot, pale Indian plantain, blue cohosh, and yellow mandarin.

We sampled sweet cicely seeds and wild licorice (Galium circaezans). We
saw many varieties of ferns but did not stop to identify most of them. They

included New York, wood, and lady ferns, but also maindenhair, climbing

fern, and a beautiful specimen of purple cliff-brake.

So the trip was not a failure, and we should recommend another one next

year, though perhaps a week or so earlier, although we cannot forecast the

weather.
—Ed and Shirley Nicholson

TNPS Native Plant Note Cards
Two Different Collections Are Available

The Treasures

of Old Stone Fort
Several TNPS members (including

Allen and Susan Sweetser of Powell,

Bill and Cherrie Hall, Mary Schaff-

ner, and Miriam Weinstein of

Nashville, Ruth Ann Henry of

McMinnville) and several local park

visitors braved intermittent showers

to hike the Chumbley Woods park

trail.

Spring flora in bloom included

wild comfrey, two trillium (T. gran-

diflorum and T. cuneatum), Solomon's

seal, yellow mandarin, blue phlox,

purple phacelia, Greek valerian,

sweet shrub, flowering dogwood,
Virginia bluebells, bellwort, crested

dwarf iris, stonecrop, several violets

(V. papilionacea, V. triloba, V. stricta,

V. pennsylvanica), Jack-in-the-pulpit,

yellow stargrass, star chickweed, rue

anemone, toothwort (D. diphylla),

pennywort, squawroot, wild gera-

nium, violet wood sorrel, bluets,

spring beauty, wild ginger, white

baneberry, foamflower, wild chervil,

early saxifrage, ragwort, blue

cohosh, and garlic mustard.

Most out-of-towners also were

able to hike the park's more acces-

sible (and scenic) trails along the

Little Duck and Duck rivers. Addi-

tional flora in bloom included

robin's plantain, wood vetch, spring

cress, wood betony, shooting star,

wood anemone, Virginia spiderwort,

fire pink, green dragon, wild colum-

bine, false Solomon's seal, dwarf

larkspur, one-flowered cancer root,

and blue phlox (white color form).

—Jack Carman

Medicinal Series (10 Cards)

Pennyroyal, Mullein, Wild Ginger,

Jimson Weed, Pipsissewa

Endangered Series (12 Cards)

Gray's Liy, Hart's-Tongue Fern,

Twinflower, Mountain Avens

$3 per package, $1.25 for postage.

Address Orders To:

Helen Warren

105 Evans Lane

Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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Urban Wildflower Article

T
he Nashville Tennessean has asked the help of TNPS in producing a full

page of material about urban wildflowers for its weekly school section.

In turn Mary Schaffner, TNPS president, is asking for your help.

Mary says the idea is to focus the page on flowers that students may see as

they walk home from school, rather than feature rare plants school children

have never seen. If a dandelion can be made to seem fascinating, perhaps
children will be eager to learn more about other wildflowers.

Photographs of wildflowers in obviously urban settings are needed. Re-

search into interesting facts about various urban wildflowers is also needed.
For example, how did the dandelion gets its name?

The page is scheduled to run in May of 1992. Suggested wildflowers

include, besides dandelions. Queen Anne's lace, sunflowers, chicory, thistle,

Asian day flowers, Japanese honeysuckle, and
pink clover.

Anyone interested in providing pho-

tographs or conducting research may write

to Mary Schaffner, Court Square
Building, Nashville, TN 37201-1107.

Friends on a Smokies Trail

E
very trip in search of plants, whether afternoon hike or four-day expe-
dition, seems to have its disappointments but also always its special

rewards. The TNPS hike April 28 after the Smokies Wildflower Pilgrim-

age was no exception.

After an initial gathering at Sugarlands, Dennis Horn, TNPS vice presi-

dent, led one group of about 40 enthusiasts (members of TNPS and the

Georgia Botanical Society) to a trail at Collins Creek, east of Newfound Gap.
Later Dennis expressed disappointment that the Collins Creek hikers

were turned back by a swollen creek and heavy undergrowth. Nevertheless,

several fascinating species were located, including Clinton's lily or white-

bead lily (Clintonia umbellulata) and Canada mayflower (Maianthemum
canadense). The conversations were just as fascinating, e.g. the unpredictable

change in gender of Jacks from one season to the next. Among the hikers

were Mary Schaffner, TNPS president; Scott Ranger, president of the Georgia
Botanical Society; and several other Georgians, including Tom Patrick,

formerly of Tennessee.

Ranger missed his own introduction (albeit informal) because he was
stooped over an adders tongue fern in the Collins Creek picnic area. The
unusual little fem (Ophioglossum vulgatum) had chosen to settle beside and
under a cement table, which was later occupied by unwary picnickers when
the hikers returned to their cars. That was reminiscent of seeing that same
day several showy orchises at the edge of the Chimneys campground.

Other special finds at Collins Creek were Fraser's sedge (Cymophyllus

fraseri), Indian cucumber root (Medeola virginiana), painted trillium (Trillium

undulatum), large flowered trillium (Trillium grandiflorum), and putty root

(Aplectrum hyemale), with last year's dry pods still standing. The shrubs,

vines, and trees included running strawberry bush (Euonymus obovatus),

buffalo nut, Dutchman's pipe, and striped maple.

A Trek to the Caney
Fork Bluffs July 27
An interesting July field trip without

much hiking will take TNPS mem-
bers to the bluffs along the Caney
Fork River below Center Hill Dam in

Dekalb and Putnam counties.

Everyone is asked to meet Dennis
Horn, society vice president, at 10

a.m. July 27 at the picnic shelter at

the base of the dam near the intersec-

tion of state routes 96 and 141.

If you are traveling 1-40, leave the

interstate at Exit 268 and drive south

on state highway 96, which soon is

joined by highway 141. Where 141

leaves 96 at the dam, turn right on
141. The picnic area is on the right.

Everyone is urged to bring lunch

and a camera.

Climbing vines are especially

prolific at these bluff sites. Besides

Harper's umbrella plant and Price's

potato-bean, members are expected

to see tall bellflower (Campanula

americana), snail seed or Carolina

moonseed (Cocculus carolinus),

creeping cucumber (Melothria

pendula), bur cucumber (Sicyos

angulatus), and American ampelopsis

(Ampelopsis cordata).

It's not too early to plan for one or

all of the September TNPS field

trips.

The first is the Naturalist Rally

at Roan Mountain on Sept. 7 with

Ed Schell (615/282-6125).

Two other trips will be held in

connection with the TNPS board

meeting (all members welcome) at

Chickasaw State Park. The first trip

will be to Millstone Mountain in

Tipton County Sept. 21. The second
will be to the nine acre Carroll

Cabin Glade in Decatur County on
Sept. 22. Our contact is Paul Somers
(615/385-3482 at home or 742-6549

at his office).
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Flora 2001

Supporters of Tennessee Flora 2001

are now focusing on 1992 in the State

Legislature. In the next few months,

TNPS leaders hope to better inform

legislators and the public about the

project.

With public and private support,

we hope to publish a photographic-

ally illustrated book on native plants,

compile a county atlas of vascular

species, and publish a complete

guide to vascular flora of the state.

Field Trip to Native Gardens August 24

M eredith and Ed Clebsch have extended a special invitation to society

members to visit Native Gardens near Greenback on August 24.

Everyone is asked to arrive at 1 p.m. eastern time.

Both Ed and Meredith are active in field botany and native plant conser-

vation, and over several years, they have built Native Gardens into a profit-

able native plant nursery.

Meredith says: "Visitors will see our propagating facilities and green-

houses along with stock beds—most colorful in summer—and other container

growing areas. There should be plenty of 'meadow' plants like Coreopsis,

Rudbeckia, Salvia, Helianthus, Aster, Eupatorium, Liatris, etc., along with

some moist meadow species like Lobelia, Chelone, Vernonia, Eupatorium, etc.

"Hummingbirds and other birds, butterflies, moths, bees, wasps, dogs,

and cats abound.

"We will likely be busy with seed collection and storage at that time."

Also Native Gardens will have a variety of plants available for purchase.

Most members will approach Native Gardens by taking the state highway

95 exit (Lenior City) off 1-75 a few miles south of the 1-75, 1-40 junction. Pro-

ceed on 95 beyond Lenior City and across Fort Loudon Dam and the Tellico

Canal Bridge. A sign to Greenback indicates a sharp turn to the right on 95.

Soon afterward at a church sign to Axley's Chapel, turn right. Go only 0.1 mile

(past the first house), turn right, and Native Gardens is less than a mile down
that road on the right.

Contact the Clebsches at Route 1, Box 494, Greenback, Tennessee 37742 or

call 615/856-3350.
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Protecting Rare
Plant Species

Native Plant
Conference
in Birmingham

With Special Reference to
the Wild Orchids of Tennessee

The first of June, then the lady's slipper and wild pink have come out in sunny places

on the hill-side, when the summer is begun according to the clock of the seasons.

Thoreau: Summer, 1884

T
he most spectacular family of flowering plants in the world is the

orchidaceae. Although primarily known for the cultivated tropical

epiphytes, the temperate zones have a number of terrestrial species

which are less flamboyant but often still very beautiful in their own way.

Tennessee is better represented than most states in its number of different

orchids, having roughly 50 (more if you are listening to a "splitter," fewer if

told by a "lumper"—herbarium dwellers tend towards the former, and
experienced field botanists generally favor the latter).

From late March (the southern twayblade, Listera australis) until early

November (the yellow nodding ladies' tresses, Spiranthes ochroleuca) the wild

orchids of Tennessee bloom in overlapping sequence, each individual species

having roughly a two-week anthesis (some more, some less) upon the stage

and sometimes sharing the spotlight with several others. In Florida this

"parade" never stops, but it becomes compressed into a

few days near the Arctic Circle. For Tennessee there is

always some orchid in bloom for fully two-thirds of the

year, making it theoretically possible to see them all in

one long season. In actuality, however, they vary from

the common and ubiquitous rattlesnake plantain

(Goodyera pubescens) and cranefly orchid (Tipu-

laria discolor) to those which are almost never

seen in Tennessee such as long-bracted orchid

(Coeloglossum viride) and northern slender

ladies' tresses (Spiranthes lacera var. lacera).

Others such as small whorled pogonia (Isotria

medeoloides) and spotted coral root (Corallorhiza

maculata) are extremely rare but have been

found in small numbers. Still, most of the Tennessee

orchids may be classified between unusual and rare, and

finding all of them requires a great deal of effort and a

considerable amount of time and luck. To increasing

numbers of people this challenge of finding (and usually

Continued on Page 2

The second Central South Native

Plant Conference will be held Octo-

ber 25-26 at the Birmingham Botani-

cal Gardens.

Featuring noted southern authors,

botanists, and horticulturists from a

five state area, lectures will follow

the theme "Knowing, Growing, and
Showing the Natives."

With sessions beginning at 8:30

a.m. on Friday and continuing until

noon on Saturday, the conference

will also include a social hour and
opportunities to tour the gardens

and review video tapes of concurrent

sessions.

The registration fee will be $35,

and participation will be limited to

275 people.

An overview of the types of topics

to be presented are as follows:

history and aims of the native plant

movement; how botanists get to

know plants; natural heritage

inventories of the central south;

backyard wildlife habitats; public

roadways and their use of native

plants.

Others include: progress on the

flora of Alabama and middle Tennes-

see; still wild natives for landscape

uses; selecting and growing native

plants of promise; propagating

native woody plants; commercial

production of native trees; home
grown native plants; and native

azaleas.

Other sessions will highlight:

gardening with native wildflowers;

natural environments and human
nature; landscapes as ecological

Continued on Page 3
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institutions, and $150 for life member-
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Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.
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Protecting Rare Species —Continued

photographing) rare plants has become great sport, and

therein lies the origin of a dilemma which is increas-

ingly being debated (as was done at the TNPS annual

V meeting this year).

If all of our orchids were as common as, for

example, small green wood orchid (Platanthera

clavellata) there would be less fear of trampling

them to death or destroying their habitat

through visitation damage than currently exists

with spectacular endemic species such as white

fringeless orchid (Platanthera integrilabia) or color

variants of southern lady's slipper (Cypripedium

kentuckiense). People have come to Tennessee from all

over the world to see these magnificent wildflowers, and no

matter how careful they are, there is always some site

alteration such as soil compaction.

Of perhaps greater potential danger is the threat of collection for sale,

transplantings, or herbariums. Collectively, these and other fears for the

safety of certain plants have resulted in widespread efforts to safeguard site-

specific information, with the degree of secrecy usually being proportionate to

the rarity and desirability.

For some species, such as crested coral root (Hexalectris spicata), site-specific

data is of little or no help in

finding them, because their ap-

pearance in Tennessee is com-

pletely sporadic and unpredict-

able, seldom being found again

at the same location in subse-

quent seasons. Unfortunately,

several of the Tennessee orchids

are both rare and fairly reliable

at certain sites, such as snowy
orchid (Platanthera nivea) and Loesel's twayblade (Liparis loeselii) This combi-

nation spells deep trouble because it sets up a struggle between those who (for

various academic or personal reasons) want to observe the plants and those

who endeavor to shield the stations from destruction. As a general rule, the

less attractive a rare plant is, the less vulnerable to human interference it

becomes; but in the case of orchids even the plainest of species are now being

sought just because they are orchids.

Of course, the greatest threat of all to rare plant populations is loss of

habitat through development. Although development is a serious problem in

Tennessee, it is nonetheless not as rampant as it is in Florida or in many other

states. One result of these losses has been to increase the pressure for main-

taining secrecy regarding the ever-decreasing inventory of remaining rare

plant locations.

Thus far the attempts at restricting information have generally consisted of

trying (usually unsuccessfully) to confine site-specific knowledge to only a

small number of individuals with a common interest, normally between

fellow professionals and conservationists or among dedicated "networking"

amateurs. But this is not easy to do. It contradicts human nature, and even

runs into a legal problem in some places where tax-exempt status requires

access by the public (to both the land and what's on it that is being protected).

Oftentimes in the past, professionals in the biological sciences have tried to

confine information among themselves and away from amateurs, and the

reverse is becoming evermore frequent where there is fear of specimen-taking

or the likelihood of causing a site owner to panic. An example of the latter was

a population of rare orchids in North Carolina that was immediately bull-

dozed by the site owner when he was told of their presence on his property by

The greatest threat of all

to rare plant populations

is loss of habitat

through development.
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representatives of a conservation organization. He had never felt that his plans

for development were threatened by disorganized amateurs having knowl-

edge of the presence of rare plants on his property, but professionals with

access to legal staffs and enforcement agencies were an entirely different

matter.

A philosophical question also arises whenever someone is kept from seeing

something by someone else, regardless of the claimed purity of motives: is it

right to get what you want and then piously restrict another person from

doing the same? Obviously, if a population disappears forever then nobody

benefits, but it can also be argued that hiding it will reduce its real worth and

may even increase its chances of destruction from development or natural

causes, such as habitat evolution.

In past centuries the rate of suitable site evolvement was in balance with its

loss, but at present almost all preservation activity is directed towards sites

with extant (often remnant, disjunct, or both) populations rather than areas

which will or can become viable hosts in the future. For long-term recovery,

however, site restoration or even creation will be necessary.

Until rare plants are successfully propagated for sale and for reintroduction

to extirpated and even physically

restored sites, one answer to the present

dilemma might be the designation of

certain places for visitation by study

groups, photographers, wildflower

groups, experimentalists, etc. The idea

is to encourage seekers of a particular

wild plant to do so at a specific station

set aside for that purpose, preferably

complete with telephone contacts who
can also serve as guides and thus minimize exploration damage to the site.

Consider, for example, yellow fringed orchid (Platanthera ciliaris) which is

very rare in Michigan and Ontario because it is at the edge of its range and

therefore ekes out a tenuous existence wherever found there. In Tennessee, by

contrast, there are many places where it is numerous and robust (and therefore

much more photogenic) in tough sites which can handle large numbers of

people without significant damage. The downside of this scheme is that the

northerners would have to travel here to see it, but the travel time loss is

compensated by knowing that it is up, in bloom, and photogenic, in a definite

location that they can go right to without wasting time trampling other

delicate plants while looking for it.

Conversely, showy lady's slipper (Cypripedium regime) occurs in only a few

sites in the South which are generally very fragile wet limestone seepage

slopes that crumble and fall under foot and are thus being completely de-

stroyed by those who become privy to its "secret" locations. From Minnesota

to Newfoundland, however, this gorgeous orchid can occur in large numbers

even along roadsides, becoming much more attractive than the smaller short-

lived blooms at its hot southern stations. Clearly, a reciprocal agreement could

have potentially enormous advantages.

Not every sought-after plant will have a few resilient candidate sites for

designation, but many of them will, which would be enough for a test of the

workability of the concept. Also, getting such a scheme going would require

some simultaneous coordination between regions. Native plant societies might

be ideally suited for such a task. Anything new has growing pains, but the

ability to see the plants now and into the future is worth it. To do nothing is to

lose them.
—Chuck Wilson

Chuck Wilson is a an orchid consultant to the American Association of Field Bota-

nists. He is also a charter member of TNPS.

We should emphasize that Chuck welcomes comments on the ideas expressed in his

article. Letters may be sent to the TNPS Newsletter or directly to Chuck at 4201 Gann

Store Road, Hixson, TN 37343.

A proposal

for discussion:

To do nothing

is to lose them.

Symposium —Continued

museums; photography of native

plants; native ferns and flowers in

public places; local wildernesses and

their roles in the community; and

virtues of the native flora.

For more information on the

conference, write to Shelley Lind-

strom, Birmingham Botanical Gar-

dens, 2612 Lane Park Road, Birming-

ham, Alabama 35223, or call 205/879-

1227.

How To Be a Friend

of Native Plants

• Learn about the native plants in

your area

• Join and be active in TNPS and

other conservation organizations

• Support legislation that protects

native flora and habitats

• Talk to friends and neighbors about

the importance of plants, and instigate

educational programs
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Some Practical

Benefits of Natives

in the Landscape

The use of native plants in landscap-

ing and gardening has a very practi-

cal purpose. The rewards are worth
counting and sharing with friends.

As TNPS members know, there

are many attractive native plants that

rival the grandest and most expen-

sive hybrids. We can find indigenous

vascular wildflowers, shrubs, trees,

vines, and grasses for almost any
need or situation in the home land-

scape.

Properly used, natives do not

require the intensive watering and
fertilizing required by many exotics

and hybrids. They better resist insect

pests and diseases and, therefore,

allow gardeners to reduce the use of

pesticides and fungicides.

Because they have evolved as part

of the indigenous ecological system,

native plants are likely to benefit

wildlife better than exotics, and,

similarly, natives may benefit from
symbiotic relationships with other

surrounding natives.

By using native plants instead of

exotic species, gardeners and land-

scapers reduce the risks of introduc-

ing or spreading dangerous fungi

and pathogens carried by exotics to

native plant populations. Use of

natives also reduces the dangers of

introducing potentially invasive

exotics into natural areas.

Finally, members of TNPS should

be particularly interested in main-

taining biodiversity and in preserv-

ing the heritage of our native land-

scapes. Urging homeowners and
developers to use native species and
avoid exotics is an important part of

Continued on Page 5

. Native Landscaping
To Protect Tennessee's

Natural Heritage

I
n the autumn of 1990 the Tennessee Native Plant Society adopted "A
Resolution Promoting Environmentally Responsible Landscaping

Practices." The resolution addresses the threat to native plant popula-

tions caused by the introduction of invasive exotic plant species into the

Tennessee landscape and promotes a land ethic recognizing the inherent

value of a biodiverse native landscape. It focuses attention on protecting our

natural heritage through responsible landscaping practices by endorsing the

use of native plants and by emphasizing that invasive exotics should not be

planted.

The need has never been greater to educate others about the problem.

This resolution is an important vehicle to raise awareness among environ-

mental and professional organizations, resource managers, and others con-

cerned with preserving the integrity of Tennessee's native plant populations.

Invasive exotics used in landscaping threaten nearby native plant popula-

tions. It is important to realize that plants located outside the boundaries of a

natural area can significantly impact the plant communities inside a preserve.

Invasive exotics are highly successful in dispersing propagules; seed produc-

tion is usually massive; and vectors (i.e. birds) carry seeds indiscriminately

across boundaries. Once invasive exotics are established, encroachment

ensues, and biodiversity is significantly reduced. Removal is costly and, in

some cases, virtually impossible.

Although most exotic (non-native) plant species in Tennessee are consid-

ered innocuous, it is preferable that native plants be used whenever possible;

particularly when landscaping occurs near native plant communities. The
presence of escaped exotic species, whether invasive or not, changes the

composition of native plant communities. Also, today's neutral species could

become tomorrow's invasive species. For example, Japanese honeysuckle

(Lonicera japonica) was introduced into the region in 1803, but it was not

identified as part of the flora in a manual or flora until the 1880s (Sather,

1988). Presently, in the late twentieth century, Japanese honeysuckle has

become notoriously invasive.

The widespread distribution of pestiferous plants has largely been facili-

tated by their use in landscaping. Landscaping also includes the wide-scale

use of invasive exotics by governmental agencies for purposes of (1) wildlife

habitat improvement (2) reforestation (3) soil conservation (4) windbreaks,

and other highway plantings. Kudzu (Pueraria lobata) and multiflora rose

(Rosa multiflora) are two examples of invasives used in the past. Today,

Autumn olive (Elaeagnus umbellata), an invasive exotic shrub, is propagated,

distributed, planted, and promoted throughout the state. It was once used in

Illinois similarly as it is used today in Tennessee. It is now listed by the Illinois

Nature Preserves Commission as an exotic invasive species that has been

proposed to be banned under Illinois Exotic Weed Law. (Sternberg, 1988).

The wholesale distribution of exotics state-wide is particu-

larly threatening to neighboring natural areas. Nature

Conservancy preserves, and other unprotected areas

where native plant populations are found. The use of

native plants for landscaping on public lands would
certainly represent a progressive change and a step in

the right direction. We must lead by example. How can

private landscapers be asked to make changes, when govern-

mental agencies are using exotic species for conservation purposes.

The resolution is a mandate for change and represents a consensus of
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these other organizations that have adopted it: Tennessee Recreation and
Parks Association, Friends of Warner Parks, Tennessee Environmental Educa-

tion Association, Tennessee Citizens for Wilderness Planning, Environmental

Action Fund, Tennessee Trails Association, Tennessee Scenic Rivers Associa-

tion, The Nature Conservancy Tennessee, Tennessee Ornithological Society,

and Tennessee Conservation League. Further support is expected in the near

future.

—Brian Bowen

Brian Bowen is a naturalist and restoration coordinator at Warner Park Nature

Center in Nashville. More information about this effort can be obtained by writing to

him at the Nature Center, 7311 Highway 100, Nashville, TN 37221.

Some Especially Invasive

and Troublesome Exotics
The resolution promoting environmentally responsible landscaping practices

specifies thirteen exotics that are especially disruptive and should be avoided.

These are:

Practival Benefits
—Continued

this preservation effort.

Of course, native-plant landscap-

ing does not create a truly natural

eco-system. We must continue to

support efforts to protect undevel-

oped natural areas.

Darrel Morrison, dean of the

School of Environmental Design at

the University of Georgia, provided

an appropriate caution in an article

in the spring, 1990, edition of Garden

Design: "The reality is, you can't

duplicate a natural plant community.
But you can capture the essence. As
long as people understand [that a

restoration] is not a substitute for

natural areas, it's okay."

Kudzu vine (Pueraria lobata)

Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria)

Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)

Shrub honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii, L. tartarica, and L. X. bella)

Autumn olive (Elaeagnus spp.)

Common privet (Ligustrum sinense, L. vulgare)

Creeping euonymus (Euonymus fortunei)

Burning bush (Euonymus alatus)

Tree of heaven (Ailanthus altissima)

Multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora)

Vinca (Vinca minor)

Sawtooth oak (Quercus acutissima)

Lespedeza (Lespedeza cureanta, L. bicolor, L. striata, L. stipulacea)

What a Well-
Mannered Guest

She Used To Be
From a clipping sent our way re-

cently we observed:

"Some $4000 worth of purple

loosestrife seedlings were confiscated

by the Illinois Department of Conser-

vation law enforcement officers from

a Chicago area grower. The seizure

was the first ever made under the

Illinois Exotic Weed Act which
prohibits sale and planting of this

species."

Purple loosestrife (Lythrum

salicaria), first brought to America

from Europe, is an attractive spring

and summer bloomer and prized by
many gardeners. However, the plant

has in stages invaded low meadows
and marshes, smothering out natives

along stream banks and clogged

ditches and drainage systems. It has

become a scourge to farmers, conser-

vationists, and city utility officials

alike.

Incidentally, as a closing footnote,

lythrum's trimorphic flower was of

special interest to Charles Darwin
and assumed an important place in

his theory of the origin of species.

Take heed; one person's flower is

another's weed.
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Symposium

on Disturbance

and Restoration
The Kentucky Native Plant Society

has extended to TNPS members an
invitation to attend its Symposium
on Disturbance and Restoration of

the Kentucky Landscape.

The symposium will be held

October 4-6 at the Kentucky Leader-

ship Center, Faubush, Kentucky.

Activities, mainly on Saturday,

October 5, will include lectures, slide

shows, workshops, and hikes

covering various topics dealing with

the disturbance and restoration of

the Kentucky landscape.

Because of similarities between
Tennessee and Kentucky, most of the

program will relate significantly to

efforts in Tennessee. Talks will

address the effects of natural distur-

bance (fires, treefalls, etc.), how to

recognize a disturbed landscape,

effects of invasive species, effects of

mining and timbering, and how to

restore wetlands, prairies, and
forests of the eastern, central, and
western parts of the state.

These restoration talks will be

aimed at both large and small-scale

operations—for example, how can

some of the extensive wetlands in

western Kentucky that have been

lost be restored to their pre-distur-

bance form; or how can homeowners
recreate in their backyards original

bluegrass landscapes or Kentucky
prairies.

KNPS also is seeking to present

talks on how to recognize exotic

species and their effects on the origi-

nal vegetation—how much of the

observed vegetation is not natural,

was not there 300 years ago. The
symposium will help participants

select species for restoration plant-

ings to help the return of native

plants and the natural plant commu-
nities.

Reservations for the symposium
must be made by September 20

through KNPS. The registration fee

is $7 per person. Lodging is $16 per

person for a double room. Meal
prices vary. Interested persons may
contact Tom Bloom, 900 Keenon
Road, Harrodsburg, Kentucky 40330.

(A telephone number was not

included with the registration form.)
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On the Bluffs of the Caney Fork

T
he day was hot, the bluffs dry, but we did find most of the plants we
had come to see.

Nineteen of us visited the river bluffs about two miles below Center

Hill Dam in the morning. As we approached the area, the first attraction was a

fine display of dayflowers (Commelina erecta). High upon the cliffs were scat-

tered stems of the rare umbrella plant (Eriogonum longifolium var. harperi).

Working our way along the road, we found huge clumps of alumroot

(Heuchera villosa), meadow parsnip (Thaspium pinnatifidum) past flowering,

western wallflower (Erysimum capitatum) with a few orange flowers still

hanging on, spiderwort (Tradescantia subaspera), and tall bellflower (Campanula

americana), both well past their prime, and horse gentian (Triosteum angustifo-

lium) with orange-red fruits forming.

The bluffs were rich with vines. Those we saw included Dutchman's pipe

(Aristolochia tomentosa), a grape ally American ampelopsis (Ampelopsis cordata),

and three members of the moonseed family, moonseed (Menispermum canad-

ense), snailseed (Cocculus carolinus), and cupseed (Calycocarpum lyoni).

One of the vines we had hoped to see. Price's potato bean (Apios priceana)

had already bloomed because of the dry weather. We did find well developed

bean pods as evidence that flowering had occurred.

After lunch at the shelter below Center Hill Dam, we caravaned to the 1-40

rest area just past the Caney Fork River bridge. There we found nice specimens

of the Harper's umbrella plant along the bluffs. These plants were at eye level

and, therefore, more cooperative for photographing.

—Dennis Horn

The Center for Plant Conservation

One of the key organizations working for the protection of native plants is the

Center for Plant Conservation in St. Louis, Missouri.

The center's goal is to create a systematic, comprehensive national program

of plant conservation, reseach, and education within existing institutions, as a

complement to the preservation of genetic diversity through habitat protection.

Its major resource is the National Collection of Endangered Plants, a living

collection of endangered native flora of the United States, maintained under

protective cultivation at 21 regional gardens from Massachusetts to Hawaii.

The center is an independent non-profit corporation with headquarters

located at the Missouri Botanical Garden.



Cedar Glades Trip Offered

Interesting Contrast
to Spring

Woodland Hikes

T
he large group, perhaps thirty-five members, who gathered for the

cedar glades expedition June 15, experienced first-hand some of the

rigors of the rocky glades—rising temperatures, sparse shade, and

little water. ("I thought you were bringing the canteen.")

The growing respect for our glade species was punctuated by a won-

derful display of Tennessee and yellow or prairie coneflowers (Ratibida

pinnata) at the entrance to the farm of John and Hester Lane. An addi-

tional treat was the presence of the white form of Echinacea tennesseensis.

Paul Somers led the way to the farmhouse and introduced the Lanes,

who allowed the group to wander the pastures and rocky slopes of the

farm.

More tennesseensis were located where cattle had munched their

tops, but judging by the number of plants in bloom and the number of

recently germinated juniors, the population of tennesseensis seems to

be maintaining itself.

Other species identified on the glade were Gattinger's prairie clover,

Gattinger's lobelia (Lobelia appendiculata var. gattingeri), Nashville breadroot

(Psoralea subacaulis), glade petunia (Ruellia), glade phlox (Phlox bifida), a

morning glory (Evolvulus pilosus), and a magnificent antelope-horn milkweed

(Asclepias viridis), identified and introduced to the group by Milo Pyne.

Fragrant sumac (Rhus aromatica) and Carolina buckthorn (Rhamnus caroliniana)

were among the woody glade plants that were seen.

Many of the group also ventured several miles to a second site, which was
located in 1989 by a Vanderbilt University graduate student working for the

Heritage program of the State Conservation Department. At this pristine

glade, clear of all-terrain-vehicle tracks and trash, the tennesseensis was even

more stunning.

Among other plants seen at these glade sites were Monarda fistulosa,

Matelea carolinensis (a viny milkweed), glade savory (Calamintha glabella),

Tennessee milk vetch (Astragalus tennesseensis), and false garlic (Nothoscordum

bivalve).

A number of these plants were mentioned in Dr. Elsie Quarterman's article

about the cedar glades in the June issue of the TNPS Newsletter. Another good

source of information about the cedar glades is a book by Thomas E.

Hemmerly, Wildflowers of the Central South (Vanderbilt University Press, 1990).

Dr. Hemmerly is a professor of biology at Middle Tennessee State University

and is a member of TNPS.

Stay in Touch
We have fallen a bit behind on our TNPS Newsletter schedule. To get back on

schedule and have the October issue in the mail before October 1, we should

have all material in hand by September 15.

Okay, so we'll probably be a little late. But if you have material or informa-

tion you would like to see published, please help us meet deadlines. The

December issue will have a final deadline of November 15.

Keep those cards and letters coming.

Original articles, book reviews, personal observations, tributes—these and

more—are most welcome. We can publish photographs, too.

The TNPS Newsletter address is P.O. Box 856, Sewanee, TN 37375.

Roan Mountain
Nationalists' Rally

All TNPS members are invited to join

Ed Schell for the Roan Mountain
Naturalists' Rally September 6-8.

The rallying point and programs

will be held at Cloudland Elementary

School on Highway 143 at Roan
Mountain.

A brief schedule includes:

Friday (September 6)

Registration, 4:00 to 6:30 p.m.

Dinner, 6:30

Program by Dr. Robert I. Brack,

7:30 (Dr. Bruck is professor of plant

pathology at North Carolina State

University and is a leading authority

on acid rain.)

Saturday (September 7)

Field Trips, 8:30 a.m.—(The field

trips will cover a variety of natural

history areas, including trees, wild-

flowers, medicinal plants, fish, birds,

geology, etc.)

Program by Dr. James Caponetti,

7 p.m. (Dr. Caponetti teaches botany

at the University of Tennessee and

will speak on the effects of poisonous

and medicinal plants.)

Sunday (September 8)

Botanical Field Trip, 8:30

—
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TNPS Meeting
at Chickasaw
All TNPS members are invited to

gather at Chickasaw State Park

September 20 and 21 for the society

board meeting and two field trips.

Three park cabins, each with

accommodations for six persons (in

three bedrooms), plus room for

sleeping bags, have been reserved.

Cabin kitchens will be useful since

the park restaurant will be open only

for supper on Saturday.

To reserve a cabin space, call

Andrea Shea in Nashville at 615/
333-2867 (home evenings) or 615/

742-6550 (office). Andrea said the

cost will be less than $20 a person

per night—payment due at the

meeting. She must have your reser-

vations before September 13.

Chickasaw State Park is located

west of Henderson on Highway 100.

Campsites are available through

the camp office at 901/989-5141.

West Tennessee Is Target
for September Field Trips

T
wo West Tennessee field trips have been organized in conjunction with

the September TNPS board meeting at Chickasaw State Park.

On Saturday, September 20, everyone is invited to visit Millstone

Mountain, a site along the Hatchie River in Tipton County owned by Dudley
and Jeanette Bowden. The group will meet first at 11 a.m. at Bowden Indus-

tries on Highway 54 just east of Covington. For those driving from Memphis,
Bowden Industries is 2.5 miles east of the railroad tracks on Highway 54.

(Anyone who loses the way may call Bowden Industries at 901/476-1813.)

Millstone Mountain provides views of both bottom land and rich upland

habitats. Several rare plants may be seen.

On Sunday members will visit Nine-Acre Glade, a Silurian limestone hill

glade in Decatur County. Everyone is asked to meet at 10 a.m. at the Decatur-

ville Courthouse off Highway 100.

Several rare plants are expected to be seen here as well, including Liatris

q/lindracea, Onosmodium molle ssp. occidentale, and Salvia azurea var. grandiflora.
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Xyris Tennesseensis Added
to Endangered List

Extinction

and Biodiversity

Its Story Provides a Glimpse

at Maturing Conservation Efforts

T
ennessee yellow-eyed grass (Xyris tennesseensis) was recently named to

the list of endangered species by the federal Fish and Wildlife Service.

The late flowering perennial is believed extant at only eight sites, five

in Tennessee, two in Georgia, and one in Alabama. All sites occupy less than

an acre of land.

According to the Wildlife Service report, prepared by Cary Norquist, "three

previously known populations of X. tennesseensis have been lost and four of

the remaining populations have declined in recent years because of habitat

modification associated with agricultural and silvicultural uses, road construc-

tion/maintenance, over-collecting, and succession."

Morphology and Physiology

Xyris tennesseensis, a member of the family Xyridaceae, can grow to more than

three feet in height. Plants arise from a fleshy bulbous base and typically occur

in clumps. Leaves are basal, the outermost scale-like, the larger ones linear,

twisted, and deep green. The inflorescence consists of brown conelike spikes,

which occur singly at the tips of long slender stalks. The flowers, which are

pale yellow in color and 0.2 inches long, unfold in the late morning and wither

by mid-afternoon. The flowering season is from August through September.

Extensive surveys for Xyris tennesseensis were conducted by Robert Krai,

professor of botany at Vanderbilt University. It was Professor Krai who first

identified X. tennesseensis as a distinct species. Krai's report first listed seven

extant populations, five in Lewis County, Tennessee, and the other two in

Bartow County, Georgia, and Franklin County, Alabama. A more recent

discovery has located the species in Whitfield County, Georgia.

"These isolated remnants are located over three different physiographic

provinces, the Cumberland Plateau of Alabama, the Western Highland Rim of

Tennessee, and the Valley and Ridge Province of Georgia (Krai 1990)."

Krai reported that most populations are found on private land; however,

plants extend onto a state highway right-of-way in Alabama and onto the

Natchez Trace Parkway in Lewis County.

The Xyris habitat is along seep slopes, in springy meadows, or on the banks

of gravelly shallows of small streams. As with all Xyris, the habitat is open or

thinly wooded, and the soils are moist to wet year-round. Tennesseensis differs

from other members of the genus, however, in being found in areas where

calcareous rocks are at or near the soil surface. Thus, its soils are circumneutral

to basic instead of acidic.

The Center for Plant Conservation

located in Massachusetts predicts

that 680 plant taxa in the United

States will be extinct by the end of

the century.

Extinction, however, is only one

indicator of problems in ecological

systems. Deborah B. Jensen, writing

in Fremontia, the journal of the

California Native Plant Society (April

1991), made the following statement:

"Extinction is not the only signifi-

cant measure of the loss of biodiver-

sity. Extinction is the sum of the

losses of many populations; each

population lost is a loss of genetic

diversity and contributes to the loss

of ecosystem diversity. Species

extinction receives the most attention

because it is the end of the line. Too
often agencies address only species

extinction and overlook population

loss, allowing more species to ap-

proach extinction before protective

measures are taken. Although CNPS,
through its rare plant inventory,

tracks many of the rare or threatened

populations, no one is monitoring

the species that are not yet rare but

may become so."

Continued on Page 2
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Xyris Tennesseensis —Continued

Effect of Listing

The action by the Fish and Wildlife Service provides certain

protections to Xyris tennesseensis under the Endangered

Species Act of 1973, as amended. These protections apply

primarily to activity of federal agencies or to activity on
federal land. An important section of the act prohibits

the sale of listed plants in interstate commerce, though

Xyris tennesseensis is not considered commercially

significant. Another provision adds federal violations

to state trespass law. However, the Endangered
Species Act does not protect any plant from the

action of owners of the land on which the plant

exists.

Under the circumstances, the most important

aspect of the listing may be the attention that is fo-

cused on the species and information compiled in the

study. Of particular interest is the discussion in the

Wildlife Service report of factors that have lead to the

decline of this and other species. In addition, the

process through which a plant moves onto the list of

endangered species is a process likely of interest to all

plant enthusiasts.

Process of Selecting Species

The process through which Xyris tennesseensis passed

on its way to being named an endangered species

began in 1980. In December of that year a notice of

review was published in the Federal Register. Xyris ten-

nesseensis was listed at that time as a category 1 species,

meaning that sufficient biological information existed to
'

support a proposal that X. tennesseensis be listed for consideration as endan-

gered or threatened. Various revisions followed.

In 1983 Xyris tennesseensis was included in notices as a category 2 species.

These species are those for which listing as endangered or threatened species

may be warranted but for which substantial data on biological vulnerability

and threats are not currently known or on file.

In 1988 the Fish and Wildlife Service contracted a status survey. Field

surveys were carried out in 1988 and 1989, and a final report was received and
approved by the service in the spring of 1990. The data demonstrated a

limited distribution and continuing threats to the species, and on February 15,

1991, the service published a proposal to list Xyris tennesseensis as an endan-

gered species.

A species may be determined to be an endangered or threatened species

due to one or more of five factors:

1. The present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of

its habitat or range,

2. Disease or predation,

3. Overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational

purposes,

4. The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms, and
5. Other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence.

Xyris

tennesseensis

Krai

Factors Damaging to Xyris Tennesseensis

According to the Wildlife Service report, "Xyris tennesseensis has been and
continues to be threatened by the destruction or adverse modification of its

habitat for additional populations. Krai (1990) noted that similar habitat had
been impacted or lost due to agricultural or silvicultural practices. Many of the

larger stream bottoms, which were once seep meadows or springs, have been

dammed for ponds, drained and converted to pasture or row-crops, or

—Continued Next Page



developed for housing. A site in Gordon County, Georgia, that once sup-

ported a population of this Xyris is now a soybean field (Krai 1990). Other

areas surveyed had been adversely affected by timber operations. . .

.

"Habitat for the Alabama population has been disturbed by timbering and
gravel quarrying (for use in the adjacent highway). Since 1982 the number of

plants at this site have significantly declined (from hundreds to less than a

hundred) due to these disturbances and the use of herbicides in right-of-way

maintenance. Highway construction caused the destruction of a second

population in Georgia (Bartow County)."

The report notes that "over-collecting (presumably for scientific purposes)

has resulted in a significant decline for one population in Tennessee."

Regarding the inadequacy of existing laws, the reports says that "this Xyris

is considered endangered in all the States where it occurs; however, it is cur-

rently afforded legal protection in only Tennessee. Tennessee legislation (Rare

Plant Protection and Conservation Act of 1985) prohibits taking without the

permission of the landowner and regulates commercial sale and export." The
report notes, however, that neither this nor a Georgia statute, "provide

protection against habitat destruction, which is the principal threat."

The Tennessee Department of Conservation and the Tennessee Chapter of

the Nature Conservancy have several voluntary protection agreements with

landowners, but the report points out that these agreements, "while very

useful in protecting the plants, have no legal authority."

In considering other natural and manmade factors, the report describes the

vulnerability of Xyris tennesseensis to the growth of woody plants and the

diversion of ground water. Krai noted that water tables are dropping

throughout the critical areas, resulting in the loss of many seeps and

springheads. The report states that proper management is needed to address

these aspects of species biology.

Contacted at her Jackson, Mississippi, office, Cary Norquist said the next

step is to develop a recovery plan to try to recover enough Xyris tennesseensis

and its habitat to allow the species to exist without protection.

Given the general direction of biological degradation, one wonders when
that glorious day will come.

—Latham Davis

Going the Way of the Red Man
The following letter was written by Dara Chemicky of Tracy City who is a member of

a citizens group opposing the licensing ofwood chip mills along the Tennessee River

near South Pittsburg. The letter was published in the newsletter ofTAGER (Ten-

nesseans, Alabamans, Georgians for Environmental Responsibility). The situation

described in the letter illustrates a "double whammy" that vascular species are suffer-

ing as a result ofhuman incursion and exploitation.

W hile on a trip recently to Cumberland County, I met the owner of a

flourishing wild herb and root business. He extracts and sells wild

herbs, roots, and bark used for medicinal purposes. He also buys

from other dealers in this region of the Cumberland Plateau. In fact, he esti-

mates that 90 percent of the wild herbs in the United States used for medicinal

purposes come from this region.

This herbalist has been in business for fourteen years. The demand has

been so great that he has made this his full-time occupation for the last four

years. He says the demand is increasing at an unbelievable rate. He sends his

products throughout the entire country to individuals, cosmetic companies,

and pharmaceutical companies.

I discussed the chip mill threat with him, and he expressed many concerns.

The area from which he and others retrieve their herbs and roots is in the

targeted sourcing area. He confirmed that logging decimates this fragile vege-

tation. Once an area is logged, he knows he will not see that specific root or

herb there again in his lifetime—if it ever reappears. He expressed how we all

feel about this proposed exploitation: Once it's gone, it's gone.

spike of

Xyris

tennesseensis

Krai

The Battle for

a Rare Arenaria

The narrow-leaved water stitchwort

(Arenaria fontinalis) has been drawn
into a battle between Nashville

public works officials and opponents

of the Bells Bend landfill.

The small sandwort, which grows
at the landfill site, is on the state list

of rare plants and is a candidate for

the federal list of endangered spe-

cies, but public works officers are un-

impressed.

Metro Nashville's public works
director said in a Tennessean inter-

view: "We are exempt from the re-

quirements of the state list because it

exempts private property owners
and public works projects.

"There's nothing to keep a prop-

erty owner from plowing this flower

under, and that goes for public

works projects too."

In the same article, Jim Widlak,

endangered species specialist with

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in

Cookeville, said: "We recommend
that whoever is conducting a project

implement methods to take steps to

avoid impacting those species. That's

the best we can do."

In another newspaper article,

Robert Krai of Vanderbilt University

confirmed that he found the species

in Bells Bend in 1982.

"It's not a pretty plant," Krai said.

"But if it goes, it's another little piece

out of the total circuitry that's gone,

and we really don't understand the

whole circuitry."

The landfill might still be located

close to but outside the range of the

water stitchwort, but landfill oppo-

nents are not so sure that the moist

habitat required by the plant won't

mean trouble for the landfill or lead

to other problems for A. fontinalis.



Forest Service

Awareness
of Native Plant
Conservation

(A note reprinted from the May-June

issue of Flora of North America

Newsletter)

The U.S. Forest Service has a rapidly

expanding program for the conser-

vation of threatened, endangered,

and sensitive plants.

The 156 National Forests and
Grasslands include 191 million acres

(almost 9 percent of the entire U.S.

land mass) in 42 states and Puerto

Rico. There are now 65 permanent,

full-time professional botanists (the

majority have an M.S. in botany) and
many more non-permanent person-

nel working in the land management
branch of the agency. This is double

the 1989 total.

These botanists have considerable

local floristic knowledge; they are a

great resource for the wider botani-

cal community. The Forest Service

plant conservation program is

particularly strong in California, the

Pacific Northwest, and parts of the

South; most National Forests in

those regions have at least one

botanist.

The botanists work closely with

the State Natural Heritage programs
and other cooperators, such as the

Center for Plant Conservation and

the Nature Conservancy.

There are several job opportuni-

ties for professional botanists and a

real shortage of good botany stu-

dents for summer, field-oriented

jobs. Continued program growth is

anticipated, and additional botanists

will be needed in the future. We
encourage universities to train

students with appropriate taxo-

nomic, ecological, quantitative, and
field-based skills to provide land

managers with talented staff.

More information is available

from Chris Topik, National Endan-

gered Plants Program Manager, U.S.

Forest Service, Wildlife and Fisher-

ies, P.O. Box 96090, Washington,

D.C. 20090, 202/453-8206 or from

your local National Forest botanist.

Blue Bottles by the Lake
A Discovery of Gentiana Andrewsii

I
believe it was about four Septembers ago; my
young daughter and I walked along a lake shore

near our home, watching for frogs among the

cattails, those little frogs whose calls all summer had
floated up to our screened porch and open windows.
During that walk we also admired the black-eyed

Susans and asters. We spotted cardinal flower along

the bank almost at the water's edge—or where the

water had been before retreating in the late-

summer drought.

We walked along the strip of lake bed and

were about to climb again to the road when my
daughter spotted a flash of blue in the grassy thicket

near the bank. We looked more closely. There on a pros-

trate branch were what appeared to be a half-dozen buds of the

purest blue I thought I had ever seen. Before the day was over I had

retrieved my field guide and identified our wonderful find. It was closed

gentian (Gentiana andrewsii). My daughter likes the quainter name, bottle

gentian.

Though we paid another visit to our blue gentian that year and entered a

note in the margin of the field guide, we might have forgotten about it in the

seasons that followed. But the next August or early September, walking along

the lake bank and tossing sticks into the water for our Airedale, we once again

spotted the gentian. This time, however, we saw three plants in an area of no

more than two square feet. Each was in bloom, and as before, the brilliant blue

and the symmetry of the corolla gave us a sense of wonder.

The following year we remembered out Gentiana andrewsii and made a

special trip to the lake solely to seek the blue bottle-shaped flowers. We were
rewarded with the discovery of at least a dozen plants and
were pained to discover that someone before us, perhaps

an unwitting fisherman, had stepped on and crushed

one of the flower heads. We had already begun our

own little conservation project for the bottle

gentians, pulling some honeysuckle vines out

of the thicket and picking up trash. We
hauled a fallen tree branch into one

natural entrance to the thicket to dis-

courage other careless fishermen. At

the end of the season, we collected

seed from the brown heads and
scratched them into the grassy soil.

We also studied the structure

and habits of our wild gentians,

sometimes squatting in the thicket

with a hand-lens, sometimes in

the evenings sitting at our kitchen

table, where most of our botanical

research is done. As do the other

gentians, Gentiana andrewsii, we
learned, prefers moist soil with a bit

of sun if possible. It is perennial,

which explains, of course, its reap-

pearance in our lake-side thicket.

However, its seed have wings that

can catch an autumn breeze and sail

—Continued Next Page
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to another shore or, perhaps, another lake or seep or damp
meadow.
We learned another term—proterandrous—applied to our

bottle gentian. That means that the anthers mature and

spread their pollen before the stigma is ready to accept it.

What in heaven's name for, we asked each other. To insure,

we learned next, cross pollination, which nature has shown
creates the strongest progeny. I will not argue. But how, we
wondered, does the pollen find its way out of the bottles to

another plant? Finally, Blanchan told us in a copy of

Nature's Garden (Doubleday, 1901). We can credit bum-
blebees, attracted by nectar and guided by the white

marks at the tip of the corolla. Of course the bumblebee
has to force its way between the five overlapping petals, but when it has taken

all the nectar, it backs out, carrying with it a generous supply of pollen, which
is carried to flowers with mature stigmas. The closed floral cup of andrewsii

has its own special function: it protects the pollen from rain and insects not

adapted to its needs.

This year we returned to our gentian thicket, and our wonder was not di-

minished. Forty, perhaps fifty, bottled gentians had spread along the lake

bank and to the limits of its protected area. How could anyone, even a bass-

eyed fisherman, fail to see this wondrous grove. We
gathered a few seed for ourselves, per-

haps, we thought, to scatter upon
another bank or another moist cor-

ner of our world.

—J Windsor

Native Plants along the Natchez Trace

T
he Historic Natchez Trace Parkway, the nation's longest linear park

administered by the National Park Service, commemorates the 500-

mile Natchez Trace network of aborigine. Native American, and
pioneer trails from Natchez, Mississippi, to Nashville. After the Trace was
designated the U.S. mail route in 1800, postal service via the Trace served as

the first step in binding the turbulent frontier to the infant republic and ulti-

mately led to the development of America's vast interior.

Citizen efforts begun in 1909 resulted in the beginning of parkway con-

struction in 1938 and completion of almost 425 miles of the 450-mile parkway
from Natchez to its present terminus at Pinewood Road near Leiper's Fork.

Current NPS projections estimate a 1995-1996 completion of the scenic road-

way to its northern terminus at Pasquo, Davidson County.

The Trace passes through the six Tennessee counties of Wayne, Lewis,

Hickman, Maury, Williamson, and Davidson. Since 1971, while promoting
parkway completion and preservation of historical and natural landmarks,

the Natchez Trace Association of Tennessee has been collecting data on
native wildflowers and plants growing in the Trace corridor.

One of the Association's founding members. Trace activist and historian

Ilene Cornwell of Nashville, has thus far compiled a partial listing of vascular

and woody plants along the Trace. She asks TNPS members who know of

unusual native plants growing in the Trace corridor to please share the names
and locations with her. Send unique flora sightings to Ilene Cornwell at 5632

Meadowcrest Lane, Nashville, TN 37209.

Environmental
Action Fund
The Environmental Action Fund, of

which TNPS is a member organiza-

tion, is celebrating its fifteenth anni-

versary with a party to raise money
for its lobbying activities at the

Tennessee legislature.

The fund-raising event will be

held at the American Center, 3100

West End Avenue, Nashville, from 6

to 8 p.m. on Friday, November 22.

The admission charge is $30 per

person. Tickets will be available at

the door. Nature photographs will be

on display and for sale.

This annual fund-raiser is critical

to EAFs financial ability to employ a

lobbyist. More than half of EAFs
budget is raised through this event.

In 1991 EAF successfully sup-

ported legislation to fund the acqui-

sition of land for parks and natural

areas and legislation to beef up the

state's environmental regulatory

programs by hiring 350 additional

employees in the Department of En-

vironment and Conservation.

AEF is also responsible for

drafting and lobbying the Tennessee

Rare Plant Protection and Conserva-

tion Act of 1985 and could be instru-

mental in securing legislative sup-

port for Tennessee Flora 2001.

If you cannot attend the annual

fund-raiser, you may send a contri-

bution to EAF, P.O. Box 22421, Nash-

ville, TN 37202.
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A New Book
on Mississippi

WlLDFLOWERS
Although its focus is upon the Mag-
nolia State, Tennessee flower lovers

will find an abundance of interesting

material in S. Lee Timme's book
Wildflowers of Mississippi (University

Press of Mississippi, 1991).

In 298 pages, Timme has in-

cluded 523 full-color photographs
and descriptions of the diverse

species of Mississippi's native and
naturalized flowering plants. The
author also describes the ten physi-

ographic regions of the state and in-

cludes an index.

A conspicuous plus is the quality

of the photographs, which are

precise and artistic and perhaps as

true in color as we have seen.

If you cannot acquire a copy at a

bookstore, orders may be sent to the

University Press of Mississippi, 3825

Ridgewood Road, Jackson, MS
39211. Goth-bound copies are $40,

paper $21.95, plus a shipping charge

of $3.

A Visit to Millstone Mountain
The Private Preserve of Dudley

and Jeanette Bowden of Covington

W hether we join occasional field trips or simply enjoy a private stroll

along wooded paths and fence rows, we all hope to meet new ac-

quaintances as well as see familiar faces.

There was a balance of both on the September trip into West Tennessee.

Millstone Mountain and the surrounding bottom lands and river banks offered

up such diverse natives as three-birds orchid, creeping spot-flower, and
pepper-vine.

The excursion to Millstone Mountain, along dusty roads beside fields of

ripe cotton, was led by its owner, Dudley Bowden. Even before Millstone

Mountain was in view, however, Dudley would halt the caravan of cars and
jeeps to point out unusual vines and herbs, usually at locations where previ-

ously he had taken the trouble to cut pathways to these special specimens.

Therefore, hardly had we reached our destination than we began to regard

Dudley Bowden with some fascination. This rural businessman and farmer

grew up in the cotton country. Only later in life did he begin to realize that

Millstone Mountain was something special and its flora worth protecting. He
invited two Memphis State University botanists to come to his farm and
compile a plant survey. He paid them for the work, and in the process Dudley
learned the names and faces of hundreds of indigenous species.

With his list of plants in hand, we began our climb of Millstone Mountain,

an unusual geological protrusion from the plain that borders the Hatchie River

only about fifteen miles from the Mississippi.

In the group were not only Dudley but botanical experts like Milo Pyne,

Larry Wilson, and Tom Heineke. Within an hour they were able to add 10 to 20

species to the plant list and at every turn provided bits of information about

surrounding flora.

Millstone is made of a conglomerate rock covered with a loess soil. The
flora seems varied but at one time must have been even richer—in past centu-

ries before it was cut over. We climbed the steep slopes in the bed of a deep
erosion ditch, now home to regenerated trees and vascular taxa.

We saw fruit of jack-in-the-pulpit (Arisaema triphyllum), late blooms of

Tradescantia subaspera, fruit of goat's beard (Aruncus dioicus), which is rare east

of the Tennessee River, and many solidagos, including S. caesia and S. ulmifolia.

Of course, it was the season for eupatorium, mistflower (E. incarnation) and
white snakeroot (E. rugosum), which was abundant.

Near the summit we found the saprofyte Indian pipe (Monotropa uniflora)

and not far off northern false foxglove (Aureolaria flava), semi-parasitic on oak
roots. Down the north slopes, in a dry ditch, Dudley Bowden showed us a

small colony of blooming three-birds orchids (Triphora trianthophora). He said

they had appeared each season for several years. We also spotted nodding
ladies' tresses (Spiranthes cemua) and pale gentian (Gentinea villosa). Among the

ferns seen were fragile, grape, and rattlesnake, as well as Christmas fern.

The slope ended at the edge of cotton and soybean fields where we spotted

creeping spot-flower (Spilanthes americana aka Acmella oppositifolia) and wild

comfrey (Cynoglossum virginianutn) with large leaves that clasp its hairy stem.

After a short hike along a flood plain where bald-cypress grow, we came
upon the muddy Hatchie. Along the mudbanks in the alluvial zone, we saw
the halberd-leaved mallow. Hibiscus laevis, Bidens discoidea, Lindernia dubia,

Physalis angulata (a lesser-known ground cherry) and Stachys tenuifolia or hedge
nettle, which prefers the damp open grounds. We also saw an unusual grass,

Paspalum fluitans, and Penthorum sedoides or ditch stonecrop, especially recog-

nizable because its inconspicuous flowers crowd themselves onto one side of

the divergent steins. We saw monkeyflower (Mimulus ringens) in bloom and
lady's eardrops (Brunnichia cirrhosa) in fruit.
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We saw water elms and pawpaw and hazel nut trees, and before we left,

Dudley showed us a giant cedar elm, or what he believes to be a cedar elm,

which would be just beyond the established range of this beautiful tree. The
height was 80 feet or more.

Dudley Bowden is due our thanks for his efforts at Millstone Mountain.

(Compiled from the notes of Milo Pyne, Andrea Shea, and Latham Davis)

Dudley Bowden

guides TNPS
members to

interesting taxa

around Millstone

Mountain.

Scouting the Barrens of the

Western Highland Rim

Nine-Acre Glade

T
he second day of West Tennessee trips brought TNPS members to-

gether in Decatur County. The two targets sites were Nine-Acre Glade
and Carroll Cabin Barrens, both on the Western Highland Rim almost

in sight of the Tennessee River.

Milo Pyne led the short hikes across these limestone gravel hillsides that

were like islands in the dense hardwood growth of surrounding hills.

Along the fringes of Nine-Acre Glade were found Liatris aspera (cupped,
pink and glabrous bracts), Liatris cylindracea (appressed green bracts), and
Liatris squarrosa (bracts pointing away from the axis of the flower head).

Others identified in flower were Solidago rigida, fruit of Manfreda (Agave)

virginica, Silphium trifoliatum var latifolium, Silphium terebinthenaceum, Gaura
filipes, and a beautiful blue sage. Salvia azurea.

Jagged and stunted red cedars stood along the slopes where members
paused to sort tiny fossils from the crumbling rock shelves. Because of the

slightly higher ponderance of flora over parts of this glade, Milo Pyne sug-

gested that the Nine-Acre site might more accurately be called a barren.

Carroll Cabin Glade

A t Carroll Cabin Glade, the group saw many more Liatris cylindracea in

better flowering condition. In surrounding, non-glade areas members
saw Liatris scariosa (pubescent stem, with rounded bracts folded back

from the head) and western silvery aster (Aster pratensis).

Additional thanks for these trips is due Andrea Shea, TNPS corresponding
secretary, who did much of the organizational work, and Mary Martin Schaff-

ner, TNPS president, who is rarely seen without her camera but this time gave
her camera a break.

(Compiled from the notes of Milo Pyne)

TNPS Board
Re-elects Two
Members at

Chickasaw Meeting
Kay Jones of Columbia and Sally

Mirick of Knoxville were re-elected

to the Board of Directors during a

meeting of the TNPS board Septem-

ber 21 at Chickasaw State Park.

A third place on the board, held

by Lois Lord of Jackson, was left

vacant until the next meeting. Board
members serve two-year terms.

The brief board meeting also

included a discussion of plans for the

1992 Annual Meeting, scheduled for

March 27-29; the society's applica-

tion for non-profit classification, and
membership promotion. TNPS
President Mary Martin Schaffner

said she would reserve time at the

next board meeting to discuss

membership in greater depth.

1992 Dues
To Increase

TNPS members should keep in mind
that dues will be increasing for the

calendar year 1992.

Individual and family member-
ships will be $15; student and senior-

citizen dues will be $10; institutional

memberships will be $20; and life

memberships $150.

The new dues structure was
approved at the Annual Meeting last

March.

Anyone wishing to pay 1992 dues
a little early may send a check to the

Tennessee Native Plant Society,

Department of Botany, University of

the Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-

1100. Our treasurer is Karen Yarbro

of Knoxville.
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Annual Meeting

Scheduled for

March 27-29

The TNPS Annual Meeting will be
held March 27-29 at Indian Creek

Camp on Center Hill Lake east of

Nashville. Begin making your plans

now.
Kay Jones of Columbia, who is in

charge of planning and registration,

said members will have a choice of

accommodations this year, including

cabins, motel rooms, and camping
facilities.

Additional plans and fees will be

announced in the next issue of the

newsletter.

fot ^ ^
Xyris tennesseensis joins Guthrie's

ground plum. Astragalus bibullatus,

as the most recent additions to the

list of endangered species in

Tennessee. See lead story on page 1.

Tennessee Flora 2001
Planning Has Been Renewed

E
fforts are being organized anew in support of the Tennessee Hora 2001

project.

Paul Somers, TNPS Conservation chairman, said funding is needed

and may be sought in a combination of grants, individual gifts, and an

appropriations from the state legislature. An effort to obtain state funding

failed during the 1991 session of the General Assembly.

However, as funding possibilities are explored, Somers said, planning on
the 2001 publications is progressing.

Tennessee Flora 2001 includes plans to publish three flora references:

1)

A popular, photographically illustrated book on native plants of the

state;

2)

A county atlas of known flora vascular plants

based on a computerized inventory of state

herbaria, published records, and new
observations;

3)

A guide to the complete vascular flora of

the state that would provide keys for identifi-

cation, and descriptions of diagnostic fea-

tures, habitats, and the range for each species,

plus illustrations of selected species.

Plans call for the completion of all phases by
the year 2001.
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The following article has been published previously in the UT Agriculture maga-
zine and the Tennessee Alumnus (Fall, 1991). We thank the editors of those

publications, as well as the author, J. Laurie Byrne, and the artist, Hugh Bailey.

Support Grows
for Flora 2001

Where Have All the

Wildflowers Gone?
Carl and Frank are vital links in the multimillion dollar business

that has markets all over the United States and Canada. The

business is rooted (literally) in the heart of Tennessee, stretching

along the rocky precipices of the Cumberland Plateau. The product

is wildflowers. Carl and Frank (not their real names) make their

livings trying to satisfy the steadily increasing demand, even

though some flowers are becoming endangered.

by J. Laurie Byrne

C
arl, a congenial mountain man reared in the Beersheba Springs area of

Grundy County, got into the business 40 years ago when a buyer
asked if he could supply a large number of plants. The answer was

yes, and today he ships more than one million plants a year. He hires profes-

sional diggers who are paid per plant uprooted from the wild.

Frank supplies many Middle Tennessee wholesale nurseries with dug
wildflowers from his Bledsoe County operation in Pikeville. He recently

called on Andrea Sessions, co-owner of Sunlight Gardens in Andersonville, to

find out how the Anderson County nursery is able to successfully grow wild-

flowers in pots.

"He said that if I wanted 10,000 dwarf crested iris tomorrow, he would
have his diggers get them today," said Sessions. "His family has been in the

business for generations, and he is very angry with the move against collect-

ing wildflowers."

The demand for wildflowers, though, may be threatening to make some
Tennessee species extinct, says Dr. Brian Corr, UT Extension floriculture

specialist.

"Many Tennessee wildflowers are becoming endangered because people

are digging them up from the wild or stealing them from landowners and
parks," Dr. Corr says.

Walt Jones, rare plant protection coordinator with the Tennessee

Continued on Page 2

The Tennessee Flora 2001 Project of

TNPS has become one of the four

priority issues of the Environmental

Action Fund.

EAF, a principal environmental

lobbying organizations in Nashville,

made the Flora Project one of four

issues to support during the 1992

Tennessee legislative session.

Although private funding will be
needed for the project, state support

is considered vital to its success. Ten-

nessee Flora 2001 includes plans to

publish three flora references, begin-

ning with a photographically illus-

trated book on vascular plants of the

state.

As a TNPS member you can assist

with efforts to gain state support by
calling or writing to your state sena-

tor or representative about the im-

portance of the project. While many
states have published flora references

in recent years, no such reference has

been published by Tennessee since

the State Legislature authorized

Augustin Gattinger's book. The Flora

Continued on Page 3
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This Newsletter is a publication of the

Tennessee Native Plant Society and is

published six times a year, generally in

February, April, June, August, October,

and December.

The Tennessee Native Plant Society

(TNPS) was founded in 1978. Its

purposes are to assist in the exchange of

information and encourage fellowship

among Tennessee's botanists, both

amateur and professional; to promote
education of the public about Tennessee

flora, and wild plants in general; to

provide, through publication of a

newsletter or journal, a formal means of

documenting information on Tennessee

flora and of informing the public about

wild plants; and to promote the protec-

tion and enhancement of Tennessee's

wild plant communities.

Dues are $15 for the calendar year ($10

for students and senior citizens, $20 for

institutions, and $150 for life member-
ships). Membership privileges include a

subscription to the TNPS Newsletter.

Dues may be sent to the Tennessee

Native Plant Society, Department of

Botany, the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.
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WlLDFLOWERS-continued

Taken from a drawing by Hugh Bailey

Department of Conservation, met a

digger who supplied a wholesale

outlet with 125,000 of one wildflower

species in a single order. He is aware
of 70 to 80 such diggers statewide

who conservatively generate $1.5

million annually. But, Dr. Corr says,

there may be twice that number of

commercial wildflower diggers in

Tennessee.

The diggers represent the front end

of a distribution system that eventu-

ally puts the plants in the hands and
lawns of home gardeners. Prices

received by the digger range from a

low of 15 cents per plant to $1 tops.

The average price is between 30 and

50 cents. Sessions says.

The wholesale nursery then adds
its profit margin and, in turn, sells the

plant to nursery catalog companies that

advertise nationwide. The consumer
will pay between $2 and $5 per plant.

Paul Somers, a botanist with the

Tennessee Department of Conservation, said the wholesalers are making "a

good rural income."

A lot of the nurseries are on the Cumberland Plateau where the economy is

sagging and there isn't much open land. "They're turning to the woods and
going through the hills and hollows and digging these plants and selling them,

not to nurseries per se," Somers says.

"They may call themselves nurseries, but they're not propagating much.
They're just warehousing dug bulbs, putting them in crates and shipping them
out to buyers. They often don't send their diggers out until they have an order

for, say, 5,000 pink lady's slippers. They know where they are, and they go out

and pillage these plants."

Tennessee suffers a disproportionate amount of such activity, according to

Somers.

"We're one of the top states, if not the top one, for the wholesale marketing

of wildflowers," he said. "Our trafficking dwarfs other states' trafficking.

Warren County, Grundy County—those parts of Tennessee are where people

from all over the country are coming to."

The Cumberland Plateau, which stretches in a band from Campbell and

Scott counties in the north to Franklin and Lincoln counties in the south,

harbors much of the state's wildflower trade. The plateau typifies Tennessee's

topographical diversity, Jones says—mountains, rocky outcroppings, coves

and ravines with very cool areas year around, areas with a lot of moisture, and
others that are extremely dry.

It's an environment where many of the approximately 2,650 species of

plants in the state are found. Many northern plants reach their southern

terminus and southern plants reach their northern limits within Tennessee's

borders.

Four-hundred-twenty native plant species are designated as endangered,

threatened, or of special concern in the state. According to Jones, Tennessee

ranks fifth or sixth nationally in numbers of endangered plant species.

Habitat destruction is the major factor in this trend, says Dr. Ed Clebsch,

UT botany professor. Three of the top-ranked wildflower-producing states

—

Hawaii, California, and Florida—have experienced tremendous development
over the past several years.

—Continued Next Page
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"For the flora that's alive on the face of the earth now, no question about it,

human activities are the biggest threat," said Clebsch. "Natural extinctions

take place but, at the present time, man is overwhelmingly the biggest force

both in extinction and modification of natural habitat."

Commercial wildflower diggers are most likely to cross the line of legality

in two instances. One involves digging plants on Tennessee's endangered list

or on the federally endangered list. The Rare Plant Protection and Conserva-

tion Act of 1985 specifies that one may not possess these plants without a

permit.

Diggers also violate the law if they don't have the written permission of

the landowner from whom the wildflowers are taken. Digging on a

landowner's property without permission is criminal trespassing. The land-

owner, however, may remove any plant on the state endangered list as long

as it isn't sold across state lines.

Nursery farmers may export from the state or sell certain endangered

wildflower species with a license. The license allows these nurseries to take a

maximum of 10 plants of any one species into their possession from the wild

each year. The hope is that the rootstock, seeds, or buds will be used to propa-

gate rare plants.

Nurseries that propagate wildflowers are at a serious pricing disadvantage

because of competition from the commercial diggers.

"It takes about 10 times as much as they sell them for for us to produce and

market a plant with any margin of profit," explained Clebsch, whose wife,

Meredith Clebsch, owns and operates Native Gardens in Greenback.

A major concern, according to Sessions, is that nurseries that obtain wild-

flowers from the wild use language in their catalogs and advertising that is

"misleading and very deceptive."

"They might say, 'Woodland wildflowers commercially grown.' They are

wild collected, but they put them in pots or grow them in nursery rows for a

few months; then they're considered nurseiy grown, which is misleading.

Nurseiy grown is very different from nursery propagated," she said.

Jones said the most effective means of protecting wildflowers is through

education of the consumer.

"It's the person who wants to plant these flowers in the backyard that

creates the market; if there were no market, there would be no digging," he

said.

"Wildflowers and other native plants are part of our heritage," added
Clebsch. "Once one of them becomes extinct, it will never be back. It's lost."

Flora 2001—continued

of Tennessee, published in 1883,

revised in 1901.

The Tennessee Legislature will

begin 1992 with a special session on

January 14, and the Flora Project

could be considered as early as

February.

TNPS president, Mary Schaffner,

is the TNPS representative on the

EAF board, while Paul Somers, also a

TNPS member, represents Tennessee

Citizens for Wilderness Planning.

EAF has selected Pam Wolfe of

Nashville as its lobbiest this year.

(jttM
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Native Propagators

Offer a Great
Alternative

J. Laurie Byrne is a writer for the Agricultural Extension Service. She originally

wrote this article for UT Agriculture magazine.

Words to the Wise on Wildflowers
How do you know what you're buying?

Specifically ask the seller, "Was this plant collected from the wild or was it

nursery propagated?"

Be suspicious of certain kinds of plants. Most orchids and trilliums, for

example, have likely been dug from the wild.

** Low prices should be viewed with skepticism. Expect to pay within the

same price range for a wildflower that you'd pay for a potted perennial plant.

**- If the plant is sold in a pot, look at the potting medium. If it looks like a

commercial mix, that suggests that the plant was grown in the pot. If it has

dirt around it or if the plant was potted off center, that suggests that it was
dug from the wild.

**• Join a conservation organization, native plant society, or wildflower

garden club, such as the Tennessee Native Plant Society, the Eastern Native

Plant Alliance, or the American Association of Garden dubs.
Write to national nursery companies to protest commercially dug wild-

flowers offered for sale through their catalogs.

TNPS endeavors to support nurser-

ies that propagate native plants.

These nurseries now offer a wide
range of species for the gardener. By
their very existence, as well as their

hard work and love of plants, they

expose "nursery diggers" for what
they are—plunderers of our natural

heritage.

The three Tennessee native plant

propagating nurseries, all members
of TNPS, are:

Natural Gardens

4804 Shell Lane
Knoxville, TN 37918

Native Gardens
Route 1, Box 494

Greenback, TN 37742

Sunlight Gardens

Route 1, Box 600-A

Andersonville, TN 37705



The Genus
Astragalus
A close cousin of Guthrie's ground
plum is the much more common
Tennessee milk-vetch (.Astragalus ten-

nesseensis), mentioned in the report

from the U.S. Wildlife Service.

Tennessee milk-vetch, like

Guthrie's ground plum, occurs at the

edge of cedar glades. Differing

mainly in the color of its flowers, A.

tennesseensis has cream-colored,

pealike flowers that form a

raceme two to three inches

long. The leaves are hairy-

pinnate.

Altogether, the genus
Astragalus contains some
375 species, which,

according to Professor

Tom Hemmerly (Wild-

flowers of the Central

South, 1990, Vander-

bilt) are mostly

western species,

understandable,

since these are primar-

ily prairie plants.

Peterson (1968 guide)

calls the genus large and
confusing, requiring technical

manuals to separate the species.

Hemmerly mentions one other

species known in our area—Rattle-

vetch (A. canadensis), which has

yellow flowers. Some members of

the genus are also called locoweeds,

though locoweeds are most often

members of the genus Oxytropis. The
reason is a toxic substance produced

by the plants that affects the muscu-
lar control and vision in grazing

animals, causing them to jump over

small objects and bump into things.

Some species are also called "poison

vetch."

The Audubon Field Guide (The

Audubon Society Field Guide to North

American Wildflowers, Eastern Region,

1979, Knopf) says "the toxicity

appears to vary with soil conditions,

but the decaying plants are believed

to pass on their toxicity to other

forage crops."

Guthrie's Ground Plum Added
to Endangered Species List

Astragalus bibullatus is unique to Tennessee

A s was mentioned but briefly in the October issue, Guthrie's ground-

plum (Astragalus bibullatus) was named this fall to the federal list of

endangered spies.

Notice of the action was sent out from the Asheville, North Carolina, office

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

The listing of A. bibullatus should be of special note to TNPS members
because all known populations of the species are located in Rutherford

County and several persons key to its identification and study are members
of the society. As has been mentioned before, the studies leading up to

such a listing provide much insight into the pressures being felt not

simply by the rare plants but by a great majority of our native species.

The following information is excerpted from the Wildlife Service report

prepared by Robert Currie, field supervisor at the Asheville office.

G uthrie's ground-plum is a perennial member of the pea family (Faba-

ceae). The plant has short stems (two to six inches) that arise from a

tap root. Each stem supports five to ten leaves, which are two to four

inches long and are composed of about twenty-four small leaflets. The inflo-

rescence is a raceme supporting ten to sixteen purple flowers. The plants

flower in April and May.
The fruits are fleshy pods that usually mature in May and June. At matur-

ity the pods are colored red above and yellow below.

Astragalus bibullatus superficially resembles the widespread A. tennesseen-

sis. However, A. tennesseensis can be readily distinguished by its yellow rather

than purple flowers, its yellow-brown rather than reddish-topped fruits, and
the copious number of hairs found on the plant (Somers and Gunn 1990).

Specimens that would now be assigned to A. bibullatus apparently were

—Continued Next Page
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first collected in about 1861 by the early Tennessee botanist, Augustine Gat-

tinger. For over 100 years this material was assigned to A. crassicarpus, which
is a related but morphologically and geographically distinct species.

The Rutherford County type

locality for the species was redis-

covered in 1980 by Milo J. Guthrie

Milo is also known to TNPS
members as Milo Pyne, now
with the Tennessee Depart-

ment of Conservation and En-

vironment. Botanists familiar

with the genus Astragalus deter-

mined that the plants found by
Guthrie represented a new species.

Guthrie's ground-plum is en-

demic to the cedar glades of Middle
Tennessee. All sites are associated

with the thin-bedded, fossiliferous Lebanon limestone outcroppings that

support the unique cedar glade communities found in Tennessee's central

basin. The species grows only along glade margins with deeper soil or in

areas within the glades that are partially shaded.

Cedar glades are typically wet in winter and spring and dry and very hot

in summer and fall (Somers and Gunn 1990, Quarterman 1986).

Inflorescence of A. bibullatus

E
ach of the three extant populations has one to two colonies, the largest

containing about 200 plants. Each population is within a short distance

of Murfreesboro. Residential, commercial, and industrial development
associated with this growth threatens to destroy or adversely modify the

remaining habitat for the species.

All of the known A. bibullatus site locations are threatened by the encroach-

ment of more competitive herbaceous vegetation or woody plants, such as

cedar, that overshadow the species and compete for limited water and nutri-

ents. Active management to reduce or eliminate this encroachment is required

to ensure that the species continues to survive at all sites. Both the species and
its habitat are vulnerable to livestock grazing, and this factor is a threat to all

populations. Direct destruction of habitat for commercial, residential, or in-

dustrial development, intensive right-of-way maintenance activities, off-road-

vehicle traffic, and trash dumping are the most significant threats to the

species at this time. (Somers and Gunn 1990; Horn, in litt., 1990).

Each of the populations is located on private property. In addition, about a

mile from one colony is a group of about 100 plants, located on a glade owned
by a wildflower enthusiast. This colony was apparently established with seed

collected from the nearby natural population. Another colony located in

Davidson County, and identified by plant collections in 1948, has apparently

been extirpated. The main site is now under the water of Percy Priest Reser-

voir, and adjacent glades have been badly abused by vehicle travel.

T
he federal action adds protection of the Endangered Species Act of

1973 to the Tennessee Rare Plant Protection and Conservation Act of

1985. One result of the new ruling is that additional protection is

provided when the species is threatened by the action of federal agencies. Sale

of the plant in interstate commerce is also prohibited. Another provision adds
federal violations to state trespass law. As noted before, the Endangered
Species Act does not protect any plant from the action of owners of the land

on which the plant is located.

The Wildlife Service report notes that the owners and managers of all the

known populations of Astragalus bibullatus have been made aware of the

plant's location and the importance of protecting the plant and its habitat.

The Ecology
of Guthrie's

Ground Plum
The Tennessee cedar glades, in

which Guthrie's ground plum is

found, create conditions hostile to

most plant species of our area. These

glades exist on thin-bedded lime-

stone outcrops where eastern red

cedars cling to the rock and persist

to an ancient age.

While meaning death to forest

and most prairie species, such condi-

tions, as we know, offer opportuni-

ties to a few plants that are able to

adapt.

In his book, Wildflowers of the

Central South, Professor Tom
Hemmerly of Vanderbilt University

said, "Winter temperatures in open
glades are similar to those of adja-

cent forests. However, summer
maximum temperatures at the soil

surface often register 10° to 30° F
above those measured in nearby

protected habitats. Thin glade soils

generally remain waterlogged

during much of the wet winter and
early spring months, but rapid

drying occurs during the warm
months of the year, resulting in a

virtual desert."

Hemmerly goes on to explain that

like desert plants, glade plants have
special ways of coping with hot, dry

summers.

"Many glade species, such as the

glade stonecrop, flower early in

spring and set seed before conditions

become unfavorable. Others survive

by having long roots that tap water

from soil beneath the rock (Tennes-

see coneflower) or by storing water

in succulent leaves (limestone fame
flower)."

Scattered glades are found in East

Tennessee and some surrounding

states, but the most extensive glades,

with the largest number of endemic
species, are in Rutherford County
and the adjacent counties of Wilson

and Davidson. Hemmerly points

out, however, that these "are popu-

lous, rapidly growing counties, and
many glades have already been

destroyed or are threatened by the

encroachment of civilization."
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Botany Quiz

—

The Questions

Check your answers against the

answers on the facing page.

1. Approximately how many plant

species are native to North Amer-
ica?

2. How many vascular species have
been identified in Tennessee?

3. How many of these species in

Tennessee are alien—were intro-

duced or naturalized in the wild?

4. How many plant species are

presently known to be rare or en-

dangered in Tennessee?

6. Approximately what proportion

of modem prescription medicines

are derived from wild plants?

7. What percentage of the Plant

Kingdom has been investigated for

biotechnical applications in medi-
cine and pharmacology?

Wildflowers Delivered

to Your Doorstep

One of a handful of Tennessee

nurseries that sell only native

plants that are nursery

propagated

Send $2 for a catalogue

containing information about

plants and their cultivation.

Native Gardens

Meredith Bradford-Clebsch

^p^&EdClebsch
fli Route 1, Box 494

Greenback, TN 37742

|
615/856-3350

A TNPS member advertiser

You Can Help Save
Roadside Wildflower Project

T
he Tennessee Department of Transportation is currently funding a

three-year program through Tennessee Tech's Department of Agricul-

ture to research the feasibility of landscaping with wildflowers along
major highways.

The researchers have six experimental plots seeded in all regions along the

interstates. But the contract will end in June of 1993, and people close to the

project believe the Transportation Department may not continue to pursue
wildflower landscaping.

There is a federal law that one quarter of one percent of federal funds
expended for landscaping projects be used to plant native wildflowers; how-
ever to date no projects have been completed using the money.

The Tennessee legislature also passed a bill in January of 1990 that directed

the Transportation Department to institute a pilot project for wildflower

preservation and propagation. It is very important that letters be sent to the

commissioner of transportation to encourage this pilot project and an ex-

tended wildflower research program. The letters need to emphasize saving

our natural heritage and saving taxpayers dollars with an effective landscap-

ing maintenance program. Letters should be mailed before January 15.

Please write to:

Commissioner Jimmy Evans
Tennessee Department of Transportation

Suite 700

J.K. Polk Bldg

Nashville, TN 37243-0349

on Cypripedium and Trillium

W hile many rare and endangered native plants have been well

studied, little is known about even the basic biology of a large

number of common, widespread wildflowers. This ignorance is a

real handicap in assessing potential damage from digging wild plants for

horticultural or medicinal use.

Now a working group within the Eastern Native Plant Alliance is

seeking to develop data on the life cycles of species in two widely distrib-

uted genera, Cypripedium and Trillium, with special emphasis on the impact
of wild collection. If you know of relevant studies, completed or in progress,

please send information about them to Edward Clebsch, Department of

Botany, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.
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Plans for the Annual Meeting
TNPS Joined by AAFB

T
he latest plans for the TNPS Annual Meeting will bring together TNPS
and the American Association of Field Botanists.

Members of both organizations will gather for programs, meals,

and general discussions, though business meetings will be separate.

Bus Jones, AAFB president (also a TNPS member), said he thinks the joint

meeting will be interesting for everyone.

The annual meeting is scheduled for March 27-29 at Indian Creek Camp
on Center Hill Lake east of Nashville. Most activities will be schedule for

March 28.

Kay Jones of Columbia, who is in charge of reservations and registration,

said members will be able to reserve either cabins or motel rooms at a very

reasonable rate. More details about accommodations and meals and their

costs will be published in the February issue of the this newsletter.

Although activities for the annual meeting are still being organized, one
speaker has been schedule. He is Dr. Hal Horwitz of Richmond, Virginia, a

botanists and photographer, who will provide a multi-media program on
wildflowers.

Mark your calendars for March 27, 28, and 29.

AAFB a Sister Organization

S
ome TNPS members are also members of the American Association of

Field Botanists, which has been known to send members deep into the

Rockies, to the edges of arctic tundra, and even to New Zealand.

AAFB is open to persons interested in wildflowers. Members receive a bi-

monthly newsletter and, on occasion, have a chance to meet for trips to

unusual wildflower habitats. The president is James I. (Bus) Jones of Hixson,

Tennessee.

The AAFB aims are: To enjoy searching for and identifying wildflowers;

to exert every effort toward the protection of wildflowers and the preserva-

tion of their natural habitats; and to encourage the exchange of information

among members. Dues are $10 per person and may be sent to Evelyn T.

Gabor, 4441 Comet Trail, Hixson, TN 37343.

Botany Quiz —
The Answers
1. According to the Center for Plant

Conservation, between 18,000 and

20,000 plant species are extant in

North America.

2. According to the Checklist of the

Vascular Plants of Tennessee compiled

recently by the University of Tennes-

see, 2,750 species have been identi-

fied in the state. This includes pte-

ridophytes and gymnosperms, as

well as angiosperms (true flowering

plants).

3. According to the Tennessee Check-

list, 526 of the 2,750 species in Ten-

nessee are introduced species.

4. Presently ten Tennessee species

are listed as endangered by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service.

Tennessee's rare plant list includes

56 other taxa that are candidates for

federal listing, meaning they are still

under evaluation or awaiting the

writing of a formal listing proposal.

6. According to a statement by Dr.

Peter Raven in the National Geo-

graphic Magazine (August, 1990),

about 25 percent of prescription

medicines are derived from plants.

7. Less than 10 percent of wild

plants have been tested for possible

applications in modem medicine.

»*

A Great Source

of Wildflowers

for Your Garden

Seminar

in Kingsport

A n urban landscaping seminar, spon-

sored by Clean Kingsport, will be
held all day, February 20, in King-

sport, Tennessee.

The aim of the seminar is to demonstrate by
example that businesses and developers can
increase profits, encourage community relation-

ships, and positively affect the environment by maintaining desirable land-

scapes. The cost is $35 for admission and lunch.

To obtain a brochure and more details, call Laura Rhea at 615/229-9422,

or write Clean Kingsport, P.O. Box 1403, Kingsport, Tennessee 37662.

Choice, hardy, reliable, showy.

From our nursery to your garden

be it woodland, rock, moist, or dry

Send $2 for illustrated,

descriptive catalog or SASE for list

of wildflowers, hardy ferns, and
perennials.

Sunlight Gardens
Rt. 1, Box 600-A

Andersonville, TN 37705

A TNPS Member Advertiser
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Mailbag

deratings

Membership Renewal Time
TT t's time once again to renew your membership in TNPS, which asks that

I dues be paid by the calendar year.

A In accordance with a motion passed at the annual meeting last March,

dues are increasing for 1992. It is hoped that additional revenue will allow the

society to undertake special projects for the study and protection of wildflow-

ers and other plants indigenous to Tennessee.

Whether you are a professional botanist or an amateur with a fascination

for wild plants, you are not only encouraged to join but welcome to partici-

pate in the Tennessee Native Plant Society. Thanks for joining us.

I am a new member renewing member

Name

Address

Mata a
City/State/Zip

Wartberful
Membership Categories: Regular $15, Student and Senior $10;

Institutional $20; and Life $150.

1992 Mail to: Tennessee Native Plant Society, Department of Botany,

University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1100.
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